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ABSTRACT

OPERATIONAL AND LOCATIONAL ASPECTS OF

FUNERAL HOMES IN THE URBAN COMMUNITY

by James Simon Verplanck

The process of formulating physical development

plans and programs in an urban area in order to produce

a desirable environment depends on the planners' ability

to understand and reconcile the needs, desires, and rights

of those who own and use land in the community with the

goals and objectives of the total community. Funeral

homes constitute one of the many land use activities of

concern to the planner. The purposes of this study are'

to isolate and examine the problems created by funeral

homes, which are an essential service establishment in

every community, and to develop bases to be utilized in

formulating "model" funeral home zoning regulations.

There are two major problems involved in this

study: 1) the operational characteristics of a funeral

home, which results in the second problem, 2) of determ-

ining the prOper placement of funeral homes in the urban

community.
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Recognizing these objectives and problems, research

has been conducted on the historical and current roles of

funeral customs, funeral homes, and funeral directors; the

types of funeral homes; typical community attitudes; zoning

provisions; court decisions; and existing locational policies

of funeral directors. An essential feature of this analyti-

cal approach was a case study of funeral homes within sev-

eral urban communities. Through this examination and an-

alysis, it was revealed that funeral directors, typically,

have not develOped and utilized definite Operational and

locational policies. Physical planning and legislation

concerning funeral homes vary a great deal in both sc0pe

and content, and have failed to include and integrate fun-

eral homes into the urban development pattern in a satis-

factory manner. The absence of more comprehensive commun-

ication between funeral directors and planners, public

officials, and the public has resulted in a lack of ade—

quate knowledge concerning the sc0pe and nature of funeral

homes in the urban community. Most of the efforts made

by funeral directors and planners to remedy these prob-

lems have been isolated and piecemeal in their approach,

thus failing to provide adequate solutions.
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To overcome this limitation, funeral home operational

and locational characteristics within the Detroit and Lansing,

Michigan, urbanized areas and fifty other Michigan communities,

were examined to provide some basic facts on funeral home

operations and their locational implications. This case

study reveals that the total number, the probable need for

expansion of existing, and construction of new funeral homes

warrants careful consideration by planners and public offi-

cials.

Additional findings point out relationships which

are essential to the determination of model funeral home

zoning regulations. Most funeral homes prefer locations

on major streets which provide access to several residential

neighborhoods. Nearly all funeral homes contain living quar—

ters, and are well maintained, both physically and aestetic—

ally. Population growth and an increase in the number of

deaths will create a demand for larger funeral homes on

larger sites. Many funeral homes have a service area and

will locate in relation to the pattern of church distribu-

tion in a community. Funeral homes require a reverent,

dignified and quiet atmosphere, but, because of their asso-

ciation with death are not compatible with areas developed

3
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primarily for residential purposes. They are more compat-

ible with the various transitional zones such as those for

various professional and office uses and many mixed residen-

tial-commercial areas.

Information on existing funeral home to population

ratios; locations related to zoning provisions; various

site arrangements and sizes; building arrangements and

sizes; operating characteristics; visiting hours; funeral

processions; funeral services; parking; and funeral home

ownership have been provided as factual bases for develop-

ing defensible funeral home principles, standards, and

policies. When completed, these model regulations can be

used to guide funeral homes to appropriate locations in the

community develOpment pattern. These locations then will

be appropriate to funeral home purposes and will realize

community develOpment objectives.
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PREFACE

Urban planning is now entering a period character-

ized by the development and application of highly sophisti-

cated techniques for analyzing the components of the urban

community. The profession has moved beyond the area of

generalized knowledge into one of specific knowledge based

on detailed analysis of various problems in a changing ur-

ban complex. There are a growing number of studies based

on the efforts of analysts, researchers, and statisticians

in planning agencies, who utilize such techniques as com-

puter operations. These highly advanced methods of analy—

sis indicate that solutions to complex urban problems can

be found without detailed study and analysis.

This study represents the sc0pe and depth which is

necessary for effective urban planning. The particular

subject of the study was chosen because of the need for

detailed examination of the problems of funeral home lo—

cation, and because little or no useful information con-

cerning the problems of funeral home location and their

solutions is readily available.
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OPERATIONAL AND LOCATIONAL ASPECTS

OF FUNERAL HOMES IN THE URBAN COMMUNITY

INTRODUCTION

Community Planninqfiand Funeral Homes

The development of large centers of urban concen—

tration has brought about many changes in the social struc—

ture of American communities. Some of the lesser known

changes are those of funeral behavior and customs, and the

changing role of the funeral director. There has been very

little effort on the part of funeral directors, urban plan—

ners, and public officials to develop comprehensive criteria

for determining funeral home location and site requirements.

In this case many funeral directors have been interested in

the number of funeral services they conduct annually without

regard to the effect of their Operation on site and loca—

tional factors. Planners and public officials have failed

to agree on basic considerations pertaining to funeral home

Operations and have generally used out-dated thinking and

ideas when determining funeral home location.



Most funeral homes have been excluded from all

areas of the community except the commercial and industrial

zones. This has been done to avoid conflict with residen-

tial living patterns, but has failed to consider the needs

and desires of funeral directors and their clients. The

following statement presented in a 1957 report of the Amer-

ican Society of Planning Officials, Planning Advisory Service

Report No. 97, entitled "Funeral Homes," summarizes this

situation:

. . . it seems fairly evident that many cities

have failed to closely examine and consider the

locational requirements of this important service

enterprise that needs protection from congested

streets and noisy surroundings.l

There may be a natural inclination for most persons

to think about funeral homes in negative terms or fail to

consider them at all. It is characteristic of most Ameri-

cans to avoid thinking about death or anything associated

with it. This is evident in the manner to which funerals,

funeral homes, and funeral directors are humorously referred

to in various articles, books, and entertainment media. The

important serious considerations of the needs of an estab-

lishment whose services every member of society will require

 

American Society of Planning Officials, "Funeral

Homes," Information Report No. 97 (Chicago: Planning Ad-

visory Service, April, 1957), p. 23.



sooner or later are neglected, and the funeral profession

is thought of only in terms of dealing with death and the

dead. This has proved to be a false premise because most

of the problems mentioned in connection with funeral homes

have effects on the living. Death, because of its finality

removes the problems from the dead. Therefore, these prob-

lems can only affect the living and the living are the only

means through which these problems can be reduced or elimin-

ated.

The more obvious implications of the appearance and

development of facilities for performing funeral services

have made themselves known to some extent in most urban

areas. Mixing of land uses, changing traffic patterns,

increased traffic congestion, increased parking on public

streets, and conflicts between funeral directors, local

public officials and the community point out the failure

of community planning to effectively guide the develOpment

of funeral homes in most areas. This failure is a reflec-

tion of a wideSpread lack of knowledge as to what the

problems associated with funeral homes actually are and

their cauSes.



Methodology

This study is organized and undertaken to provide

adequate information and background to enable formulation

of "model” provisions. Since adequate funeral home loca—

tional requirements and site standards for use by public

officials, planners, and funeral directors have not yet

been develOped, the purpose of this study is to develOp a

body of knowledge by isolating and examining funeral home

problems, locations, sites, and Operations. From this an-

alysis recommendations can be made as to any additional

study required and the develOpment of model locational

provisions for use in a community planning program. To

accomplish these objectives the study has been organized

into the following four phases.

I. An examination of the historical development and

existing role of funeral customs and the funeral

director.

II. A brief analysis of the types of urban funeral

homes and the attitudes of the community and

courts toward funeral homes.

III. An examination of funeral home locational policies

fostered by funeral directors and their signifi-

cance.

IV. A case study of funeral homes based on information

from several communities to isolate and examine the

operational and locational implications within the

urban environment.



The use of several Michigan communities is an essen-

tial part of this study. The aspects of Operational and

locational policies, if any, have been observed and docu-

mented. A basic element of this analysis is a questionnaire

which was mailed to funeral directors throughout the South-

ern Peninsula of Michigan. This provided information on

funeral home sites, operations, and locations, along with

viewpoints of funeral directors as to various aspects of

funeral home location. This information, along with the

physical analysis, will enable recommendations to be made

on model funeral home locational policy that may be useful

to both funeral directors and planners as a basis for mini-

mizing or eliminating land use problems associated with

funeral homes.

Definitions
 

For the purposes of this study funeral practice is

considered the care of the body and the social ceremonies,

rituals and usages in connection with the funeral which is

in an organized, purposeful, time limited, flexible group

centered reSponse to death. An important aspect of such

practice is the prOper handling of the emotions, disposi—

tions, and needs of the bereaved and in providing the per—

sonnel, facilities, and equipment necessary therefor.



A funeral home is that place set aside for the

practice of funeral service. The funeral home usually

contains a room or rooms for funeral services, reception

areas, reposing rooms and preparation areas. The term

embraces all buildings designated as a funeral home, mor-

tuary or funeral parlor, storage area for funeral vehicles,

parking lots when located on the same site or adjoining

sites and living quarters which are accessory to the fun-

eral home operation.

A funeral director, who may also be an embalmer,

is that person who may either own, manage or be employed

by a funeral firm to serve the public in all aspects of

funeral service. He also coordinates activities of all

funeral home employees and must be licensed in all but a

few states.

An embalmer is that person who by virtue of his

education and training is licensed to prepare human remains

for the purpose of a funeral and burial. All states re-

quire such persons to be licensed before practicing embalm—

ing.

Every state has a mortuary science act and mortuary

laws among states may be different. Mortuary law is that

which governs licensing and regulation of persons who



practice mortuary science. These persons include embalmers.

funeral directors, and in some states funeral homes are

licensed. This law may also regulate and make periodic

checks on resident trainees in mortuary science. One of

the main purposes of mortuary law is to prohibit unlawful

practice in mortuary science by unqualified persons and/or

irresponsible practitioners. Enforcement of mortuary law

is accomplished either through a State Board of Mortuary

Science or a department within the State Health Department.

In summary, this study will present the growing im-

portance of funeral homes in the urban community from social,

cultural, and physical standpoints. Funeral homes will be

analyzed not only in terms of the significance of their ser-

vices to society, but also in relation to their significant

implications on land use. With the importance of these

items in mind, this thesis studies and presents Operational

and locational factors which can be used as the basis for

develOping model funeral home operational and locational

provisions.

 

2Interview with Mrs. Thelma Whitlock of the Michi-

gan State Board of Mortuary Science, July 14, 1966. Con-

firmation of material by Jack Jorgensen, Executive Secretary

of the Michigan Funeral Directors Association, July 14, 1966.



CHAPTER I

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE



I . HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

Introduction
 

Funeral homes are important for reasons which have

far greater impact than their sheer numbers, the number of

persons they employ or the amount of money they represent

in land, prOperty, and salaries to employees. They serve

as an institution which provides a social service to the

community. There are very important social implications

involved with the funeral home. Rites performed for the

dead usually have important effects on the living. A fun-

eral ceremony is personal in its form but is societal in

its consequences. The people of every society have a pat-

tern for dealing with the death of one of their fellows

and no matter how unprepared an individual may be for the

fact of a particular death, the group or society must al-

ways have some plan of action in the event of death. Fun-

eral homes, in this context, function as an institution

on which the members of society can rely as the vehicle

for providing the essential services required when a death

occurs.

 

1David G. Mandelbaum, "Social Uses of Funeral Rites,"

Death and Identifiy. ed. Robert Fulton (New York/London/

9
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Functions of the funeral home and services which

funeral directors provide the urban community are unknown

by many citizens, as well as, by many government officials.

This may be particularly true among those who have never

been involved in making arrangements for a funeral. Fun-

eral homes must be given much more consideration by the

urban planner, not only for social reasons, but because

of their number. Statistics recently gathered indicate

there are approximately 24,000 funeral homes in the United

States.2

The total number of funeral homes has increased

slightly in recent years, while the total number of funeral

firms has decreased. There are certain funeral firms which

have added a second, and occasionally a third funeral home.

In some instances funeral firms have gone outside the city

to serve suburban families or to extend their operations

into nearby and adjacent communities.

 

Sidney: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1965), p. 338.

2Robert W. Habenstein and William M. Lamers, Fun-

eral Customs the World Over (2nd. Ed.; Milwaukee: Bulfin

Printers, inc., 1963), p. 750.

3National Funeral Directors Association, The Amer-

ican Funeral (Milwaukee: National Funeral Directors Asso-

ciation of the United States, Inc., 1963), p. 18.
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According to statistics collected and published

by the National Funeral Directors Association, the average

funeral home represents aninvestment of $123,902.4 These

figures, along with the number of funeral homes, emphasize

the fact that they constitute a significant user of land

and investment in land and property in American communities.

Funeral homes occupy parcels of land of varying sizes and

their locations relative to the size of the areas which

they serve vary from community to community, although by

and large, the distribution of funeral homes reflects the

distribution of population.

The current estimated annual number of births in

the United States is 4.1 million;5 the estimated total pOp-

ulation is 196,320,000;6 and the current estimated number

of deaths per year approximates 1.8 million.7 By comparing

the total number of funeral homes to the total population

there is approximately one funeral home per every 8,180

persons in the United States. A comparison of the total

 

4Funeral Service: "Statistical Data," ed. Robert

C. Slater (Milwaukee: National Funeral Directors Associa—

tion of the United States, Inc., 1964).

5U. 8., Statistical Abstract, 1956, p. 10.

6U. S., Department of Commerce, Business Service

Checklist, Vol. 21, No. 3: April 8, 1966.

7Statistical Abstract, op. cit., p. 10.
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number of funeral homes to the approximate number of deaths

per year indicates a ratio of about 75 funerals per funeral

home annually.

It has been estimated by some persons that the fu-

ture number of deaths will increase a great deal over the

present number. These estimates are based on population

growth trends and related to the past and present number

of deaths to population in this country.8

From this brief synopsis of the various elements

of the funeral complex it can be seen that their impact

on our communities is very great. The funeral service has

been shifting from an emphasis on the preoccupation with

death and the dead to a concern for life and the living.

In terms of community development the funeral home is a

significant factor. The current number of funeral homes

and potential for an increase in this number, because of

an expanding population and an increase in the number of

deaths, points out the need for consideration of funeral

homes in community planning.

 

8In an address to the Michigan Funeral Directors

Association, Dr. Robert Fulton estimated that the number

of deaths in this country by 1975 will be almost twice

the number in 1965. Mr. Raymond Neff of the Michigan State

Insurance Bureau said the death rate will not necessarily

increase but the number of deaths will increase as the pOp-

ulation of the country becomes greater.
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American Funeral Customs

Wherever history is recorded, there is an account

of ritual and rites that paid honor to the dead. While

some cultures had rituals which were elaborate, such as

those of the Egyptians, others employed simple rites such

as those of certain American Indian tribes. It has been

universal that throughout history humanity has practiced

the burial of the dead with a certain type of ceremony.

In early America several members of the community

assisted in the preparation of the body for burial. Cer—

tain of them performed the ritual of washing the body;

others undertook the task of making the coffin; and others

were responsible for digging the grave. Once this was

completed, the entire community participated in the relig—

ious service which accompanied the burial. When communities

began to grow at faster rates the customs and funeral prac-

tices slowly changed. The need for coffin makers required

that the cabinet maker Specialize in his work and by the

same token, others were called upon through greater demand

to perform the acts of preparing the body for burial.

In the United States today there are a great number

of matters which men view with a common mind. It has been

established in the heritage of the United States of America
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that every man has a right to "life, liberty, and the pur-

suit of happiness.“ Another fundamental of life in this

country is that equality before the law is a part of man‘s

natural birthright, that people should be allowed to select

their occupations, places of residence, and should be per-

mitted to make most of the decisions which affect their

lives. A less popularly expressed assumption which has

been taken for granted in this country is that every person,

no matter what the circumstance, has the right to a decent

burial.9

Why has this assumption been expressed? How did

this assumption or the expression of it evolve? In the

days when this country was expanding and developing many

persons died while moving across the frontier to new homes

in undeveloped areas. Those who had been traveling with

the deceased person would assume the responsibility of

burial of the body in what was termed a "fitting or decent

manner." This is one of the traditions which helped develop

funeral customs.

In a society there are a number of common individual

and group beliefs and Opinions which become the bases of

 

9Robert W. Habenstein and William M. Lamers, The

History of American Funeral Directing (Revised Ed.; Milwau-

kee: Bulfin Printers, Inc., 1963). PP. 3-4.
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laws, customs, fashions and traditions. In dealing with

death in this society, the accumulation and development

of these common beliefs became the firm premise upon which

the people based their individual judgments and group

thinking. They constitute the central or basic tenet upon

which the society deals with the disposition of the dead

body of one of its members.

The roots of American funeral customs and proced-

ures are derived through Western Civilization, from the

early Judaeo—Christian beliefs concerning the nature of

God, man, and the hereafter. The underlying conviction

of these beliefs maintains that the soul or the spirit is

the sacred quality of man and the body is the temple for

this spirit during life. This belief that the body is

the temple for the soul or spirit of man also follows that

this body should be treated with respect and should be dis—

posed of with due ceremony.

As a result of a long slow development through the

history of Western Civilization, the funeral customs which

are prevalent in America today provide that the dead merit

professional funeral services. These services include

 

10Habenstein and Lamers, Funeral Customs the World

Over, op. cit., p. 729.
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embalming, preparation of the body for viewing, a period

of waiting between the time of death and disposition, the

placement of the body in the casket, a ceremonious service

honoring the dead with consideration for the bereaved and

the burial of the remains in the ground or other disposi-

tion which is dignified and not contrary to public health.

The ceremonial care of the dead has been held to be a re-

ligious matter, or at least the participation of the clergy

(has been deemed an essential part of the services rendered

to the dead and the bereaved. As part of the basic beliefs

and customs regarding death in the United States, a set of

social usages and amenities has evolved which includes the

vocational tasks performed by an occupational group other

than the clergy.11 Essentially then, the expressed assump-

tion that every person is entitled to a decent burial is

accepted in American thought and life. It is further ac-

cepted that the services of a member of an occupational

group known as a funeral director are used in the perform—

ance of this burial.l

 

llIbid.

12Habenstein and Lamers, The History of American

Funeral Directing, op. cit., p. 5.
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National traits and traditions based on ethnic

origin and background are a strong determining factor of

the variations in the type of funeral ceremony which can

be found in the United States. In observing the funeral

rites performed in this country, there are differences in

practices such as those found in Southern California, which

would be unknown and unacceptable to the people of New Eng-

land. It can also be observed that the funeral rites prac-

ticed in New Orleans are different from those found in the

mid-western states of Minnesota, Wisconsin, Michigan, and

Ohio.13

Development of Funeral Customs

In understanding the reasons for the existence of

funeral practices as they are today in America, it would

be beneficial to briefly trace some of the developments in

funeral behavior from colonial times.

The Colonial Period: In early colonial times, when
 

a person died, he was quietly buried without ceremony and

usually without the attendance of the clergy. Although the

burial in early America was in the church yard, the peOple

 

3Edgar N. Jackson, For the Living (Des Moines:

Channel Press, 1963), pp. 17-18.
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in the colonies were attempting to break away from the

ecclesiastical law of the Church of England and were fol-

lowing the Colonial practices which stated that burial

should be subject to civil action. This civil action did

not include the clergy saying prayers over the dead.14

The Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries: In the

middle of the eighteenth century, the funeral services

were held in the church and a funeral procession was then

made to the grave on foot with the body carried by persons

known as underbearers. The conduct of the funeral service

began to change from stiff formality and gloom to one which

demonstrated more informality and beauty. This included

the procedure for encasing the body and the use of embalm-

ing methods which would temporarily preserve the dead so

that relatives located great distances away could return

and participate in the funeral service.

The use of embalming was partially a result of the

influence of the cultural practices of EurOpe where the

bodies of important persons were allowed to lie in state

for long periods of time. It also was the result of the

previously mentioned characteristic of the western world

 

l4Habenstein and Lamers, The History of American

Funeral Directing, op. cit., p. 197.
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tradition to delay burial until the members of the family

and friends who lived great distances away could get to

the place of the funeral service.

The Twentieth Century: Funeral services in the
 

urbanizing areas of the country began to take on different

characteristics than those of the past. Most deaths oc-

curred in the home, but if it occurred outside the home

the body was quickly returned there, thus making the home

of the deceased the central place of mourning. The funeral

services were still held in the home of the deceased or

sometimes in the church, and very seldom in the funeral

home. These services held in the home were usually quite

long and were filled with a great deal of emotion. After

the services, the funeral procession would form and nearly

everyone attending the funeral would go to the cemetary

for the burial.16

As we move into the second quarter of the twentieth

century more funeral services were being held in the funeral

home. The funeral director had the specialized equipment

for preparation of the body and more of the persons living

 

lsIbid., pp. 313-14.

l6Ibid., p. 394.
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in urban areas were residing in apartments or homes which

were not large enough to accomodate the funeral service.

Another important reason for the increasing use of the

funeral home, and the decreasing use of the home, was due

to the enactment of health laws regarding the embalming

of the dead. The embalming had previously been done in

the home, but conditions for this work were not all good.

Therefore, special rooms known as preparation rooms were

added to the funeral home where the necessary equipment

could be permanently installed and utilized.17

American funeral beliefs also experienced changes

which were explained as a result of a change in social

processes rather than a marked change in the actual customs.

Two of the more significant social conditions or processes

which are given as causes for the changes are the growth

of a mass society and the changing functions and form of

the American family. These were changes in the ways groups

held together by the traditional ties of blood, ethnic back-

ground and religion became dispersed and scattered to other

communities throughout the country. This had the effect of

weakening community ties and placed many people further

 

17Ibid., p. 570.
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away from the presence of death unless it occurred among

an immediate contemporary group.

In small towns, villages, and rural areas death

and burial are events which reach many people because each

person generally knows every other person living in their

community. In contrast to the practice in rural areas,

death touches fewer persons in urban America today, unless

the deceased was a prominent person.

Funeral directors, florists, monument and casket

manufacturers have had a great deal of influence on Ameri-

can funeral customs and burial practices. In some instances

the advancement in funeral customs has been related directly

to funeral directors and the occupations referred to as

"allied industries." All of these occupations, because

of their relationships to funerals and disposition of the

dead, have an influence on funeral practices, but it is

difficult to assess the full extent of their influence.

Nevertheless, it must be recognized that these occupational

groups have been and are in positions to influence present—

day funeral practices.

 

18Ibid., p. 561.

19Jessica Mitford, The American Waygof Death (New

YOrk: Simon and Schuster, 1965), pp. 96-109.
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Purpose of the Funeral

The funeral has several major purposes. First and

foremost it provides an acceptable method and means for dis-

posing of the body of a person who has died. Another pur-

pose of the funeral is it offers an Opportunity for the

bereaved to express themselves. This is especially true

for those of a religious faith that can help sustain the

bereaved.

One of the purposes of the funeral which relates

to the community, and which deals with the involvement of

various members of the community at one time or another,

is that the funeral allows the community an Opportunity

to recognize the loss of one of its members. Not only does

the community recognize the loss by paying respect to the

dead, but in so doing they offer support to the relatives

of the deceased.2

Not every funeral is the same and some will, be-

cause of various circumstances, involve many more people

than others. In the funeral which involves very few people

there is the Officiant who conducts the religious service;

the funeral director who handles the arrangements as to the

 

20Jackson, op. cit., p. 15.
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body of the deceased and the funeral ceremony; the medical

examiner, coroner or physician who helps fulfill the legal

requirements by signing the death certificate necessary

for the issuance of a burial or cremation permit; and fin-

ally the members of the family, who are responsible, along

with the funeral director and clergy, for making the arrange-

ments for the funeral, as well as friends who enter into

the funeral activities to some extent, depending upon the

circumstances.

The funeral of a person who held a prominent place

in the life and activities of the community will usually

involve many more peOple. In these instances it is common

for participation in the funeral activities by fraternal

organizations or special groups who conduct their own

services.

Another vital purpose which is very important to

the well-being of a community is the disposal of the dead

for the protection of the health of the living. Because

death is inevitable, it is necessary to have regulations

dealing with the disposition of the body and the funeral

director performs this very important function in the com-

munity. In this regard he must be qualified to undertake

 

2lIbid., 15-16.
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certain procedures which will not jeOpardize the living.

There are health laws in the various states dealing with

the procedures for disposition of fine dead. The state

health departments have established rules to effect these

laws and the funeral director is obligated to follow and

abide by these procedures, laws, and rules.

The American Funeral

Home funerals are very rare today in the urban com—

munity. The typical funeral, originating in an urban fun-

eral home, covers a period of about three days, beginning

with the removal of the remains and ending at the grave or

Crematory. The body is prepared for viewing by a licensed

practitioner who has been trained in a school of mortuary

science. Once the body is placed in state, relatives and

friends may call at the funeral home. Most of the visits

to the funeral home are made in the afternoon and evening

prior to the funeral service. It is a general practice

today in the Eastern, Mid—Western, and Southern areas of

the United States that many more friends of the deceased

 

2Michigan Funeral Directors Association, Depart-

ment of Health Rules, A Ready Reference Manual for Funeral

Directors (Lansing: Michigan Funeral Directors Association,

1961), B. 2.
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come to pay their respects at the funeral home while the

body is in state, than attend the funeral services and

burial. Exceptions to this can be found in the Mountain

States and the Pacific Coast areas where more peOple attend

the funeral services and burial than visit the funeral home

while the body reposes in state.

It is most likely that the actual funeral service

will take place on the third day following death. The fun-

eral custom of today holds that this service will be con-

ducted either in the church, the funeral home, or both.

For those who regularly practice Catholicism a church cer-

emony is required, except in the case of infants. The Jew—

ish have an Option of burying their dead from a Synagogue.

Most Protestants have the choice of holding the service

either in the funeral home or in the church.

Funeral services were often held on Sunday until a

few years ago in most parts of the United States. Today

the trend is away from Sunday services and generally Speak-

ing, the Catholic services are held in the morning and the

 

3Habenstein and Lamers, Funeral Customs the World

Over, op. cit., p. 739.

 

4Habenstein and Lamers, The History of American

Funeral Directing, Op. cit., p. 571.
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Protestant and Jewish funeral services are usually held

in the afternoon. Some Protestant funeral services are

also held in the morning.

The committal service at the grave is preceded by

the funeral procession. The funeral procession for many

is a symbol of expression of esteem for the deceased and

may contain a long array of vehicles. The average funeral

procession of today contains fewer persons, most of whom

ride in privately owned automobiles. When the committal

services are concluded the actual funeral service is com-

pleted and the grave is filled by cemetary workers after

the participants in the ceremony have left.26

While most families require a complete funeral ser-

vice, there are a few who do not. These families request

the minimum service which customarily includes the picking

up of the body, casketing, and taking the body directly to

the cemetary or crematory without a religious service.

 

5National Funeral Directors Association, The Amer-'

ican Funeral, op. cit., pp. 14-15.

26Habenstein and Lamers, Funeral Customs the World

Over, op. cit., pp. 748-49.

 

 

Interview with Jack Jorgensen, Executive Secre-

tary, Michigan Funeral Directors Association, May 31, 1966.
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The Funeral Director

The origins of the present-day funeral director are

shrouded in the mysterious legends of ancient times. It is

known that even in the Stone Age, earth burial was practiced

and prized possessions were interred with the body, with the

belief they would be used in whatever hereafter our early

ancestors may have envisioned. It was not until the late

eighteenth century that cabinet makers began to construct

coffins in advance of their need and also offer their ser-

vices to the public as ”undertakers." The subsequent evo-

lution of the funeral director as we know him today has

been an adaptation to American civilization. "The funeral

director of today is clearly a product of our times and

28

our culture."

Historical Development of the Occupation

If the meaning of the term "funeral director" is

limited to an occupation which: 1) provides a set of tasks

for the care and disposal of the dead; 2) embodies the

form of a personal service; and 3) operates in a limited

 

28Assembly of the State of California, Final Report

of the Assembly Interim Committee on Public Health Relative

to Funeral Directors, Embalmers, Morticians and Funeral Es-

tablishments, 1953, p. 14.
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form as a business enterprise, then it can be said that

modern funeral directing as an occupation was born in the

United States during the nineteenth century. Although this

may be true, as with most new vocations, the position of

funeral director was not created immediately as we know it

today. Duties of the funeral director grew slowly through

an evolving process of adding specific funeral tasks to his

range of services which were previously carried out by other

occupations.29

To understand the range of services provided today,

a brief description will be given of some of the tradesmen

who were involved in various aspects of funeral service at

the period when "funeral undertaking," the predecessor of

modern funeral directing, was evolving.

Tradesman Undertakers: The first of the persons

who came under this category were those who immigrated from

England and recorded history indicates very few of these

tradesmen existed in America. Most of those who were dedi-

cated to the trade were also associated with the clothing

and upholstering trades. Along with this combination was

added the trade of cabinet making and some people advertised

 

29Habenstein and Lamers, The History of American

Funeral Directing, op. cit., p. 225.
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as “Cabinet Maker, Upholster and Undertaker." As urban

communities began to grow and the material resources of the

urban dweller increased, the livery stable keeper was faced

with an increasing demand of providing carriages for the

funeral service. During this period it was also possible

to find a person whose trade included pulling teeth, "under-

taking," and framing pictures. Although there were various

combinations of tradesmen performing the funeral tasks of

the time, the dominant combination of trades was that of

cabinet making or furniture and "undertaking."

Performers of Personal Service: Long before funeral

directors came to be known as a distinct occupation there

were those in the community who assumed the task of laying

out the dead. Many of these people were friends of the

family. The first instance of connecting this informal

personal service with a recognized occupation was when the

family nurse or nurse—governess began to assume the informal

responsibility of preparing the dead for burial. Later

there came a group of peOple who actually were known as

"Layers Out of the Dead."

Religious Functionaries: The place of burial in

early America was the church yard and the church caretaker,

or sexton, has always been associated with the church yard
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burial and care of the cemetary. Because law did not de-

fine his exact duties and responsibilities, the sexton also

began to perform the tasks of digging of the grave, tolling

of the bell, laying out the body, being in attendance, di-

recting the funeral procession, and later began to furnish

undertakers with funeral supplies and paraphernalia for

funerals.

Municipal Officers: History indicates that munici-

pal concern for burial of the dead occurred early in Amer-

ica. In some communities an official of the government was

appointed and paid to attend the funerals of Community res-

idents. In many cases the funeral services were carried

out by a person known as the town undertaker who was charged

with the responsibilities concerned with public health and

sanitation. He also was given the duties of coroner because

of his technical skills and knowledge about death and the

disposition of the dead.30

The first half of the nineteenth century is very

important in understanding the evolution of the modern fun-

eral director because this era points up all the basic fun-

eral service functions being collected and organized under

 

3OIbid., pp. 227-42.
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the conventionally named and recognized title known as

'funeral undertaker." These organized funeral services bas-

ically included the laying out, the coffining, and trans-

porting the body to the grave. Around these major functions

certain accompanying functions such as the furnishing of

funeral paraphernalia also were included.31

In the late nineteenth century the role of the fun-

eral director began to take many new appearances. This was

a period in America when large numbers of immigrants were

continuing to pour into our cities. The frontier was pass-

ing and there were new social movements forming as the way

of life in this country began to change from a fundamentally

rural and agricultural one to being predominantly industrial

and commercial.

The funeral director began to act more in an advis-

ory role in the early 1900's and arranged for the death

notices as well as casket selection by the family. The

emphasis on the casket was becoming more of a function of

the funeral director. At this time the family would be

given the various catalOgs showing the range of caskets

 

31Ibid., p. 249.

32Ibid., p. 394.
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and the funeral director would then have the one which they

selected sent to the home from the factory.

Early in the twentieth century, the vocation of

funeral directing began to face the problem of becoming

institutionalized. Some major advances in the field of

funeral directing were schools of mortuary science; the

agencies controlling the activities of these schools and

setting standards for their conduct; and legislative action

and rules which were developed and came to be known as mor-

‘tuary law.

By 1900 there had evolved a distinct vocation, in

Vaihich an occupational group, aspiring toward professional-

;i.£nm was legally required to possess certain training and

CD'tiher qualifications in order to perform specific tasks

'Vviiiich were assigned exclusively to it by both law and cus-

‘tlcanu These people were not only preserving the dead through

eitn‘balming,34 but were also taking care of many funeral details

331bid., p. 508.

34The brochure "Funeral Service," National Funeral

IDirectors Association (Milwaukee: 1964), notes that in the

Tnid-lBOO's "Sanitation became the prime concern. Epidemics

13rought public health consciousness into focus, stressing

‘the need for methods to preserve the dead and thus render

“them harmless to the living. Thus it became evident that

«embalming could serve both as a preservation process and

an antiseptic one."
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and arrangements. An emerging professional consciousness

continued to take funeral operations out of the category

of trade and business and place it into the category of

professional services to people.

Licensing
 

All states now require that all embalmers be lic-

ensed. Funeral directors are licensed in forty-two states,

while seven states issue combination licenses including both

embalming and funeral directing. There are certain require-

ments for licensing such as attendance at a recognized col-

lege of embalming for at least twelve months and completion

of a one to three year apprenticeship. All applicants must

pass examinations given by state boards which issue licenses

that can be revoked for cause.

Licensing legislation has had an effect of setting

up standards of competence and performance which are both

necessary to the public health and welfare of the community

and the funeral profession itself. A majority of state

licensing laws specify the physical equipment of the fun—

eral home, with minimum requirements, such as a sanitary

 

5Funeral Service, "Historical Perspective," op. cit.

36Assembly of the State of California, op. cit.,

p. 14.
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preparation room and the necessary instruments.37 Licens-

ing boards are usually made up of funeral directors and em-

balmers and in some states the director of the state depart-

ment of health serves as an ex-officio member of these

boards.38

Existing Roles and Functions

The role of the funeral director has develOped

rapidly in the last few decades and will probably continue

“to expand the social area it controls. The funeral direc—

t:or is called upon to take charge of the full process of

Ciisposition of the dead. Basically he is a private entre-

1;>reneur who does the ritually unclean and physically dis-

tléisteful tasks of disposing of the dead.39

In the execution of his duties the funeral director

ITrLlst observe and respect the feelings and sentiments of the

12><3reaved. The nature of his work is such that his relation—

53'hip to his client cannot be totally defined by contract.

x

7Habenstein and Lamers, The History of American

.Eipneral Directing, Op. cit., pp. 554-55.

8Habenstein and Lamers, Funeral Customs The World

SQver, op. cit., p. 751.

39W. Lloyd Warner, "The City of the Dead," Death

33nd Identity, ed. Robert Fulton; (New York/ London/ Sidney:

.John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1965), pp. 376-77.
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He conducts his practice within the context of an individ—

ual enterprise for remuneration which is adequate for his

support, but he does not have the sanction to deal with the

dead as merchandise and with the bereaved as one who is

seeking to maximize the value of a purchase.

The customary duties and responsibilities of the

present day funeral director begins when, after being se-

lected by a family to serve them, he removes or arranges

for the removal of the deceased to the funeral home. He

secures information from the family which is required for

the death certificate and the obituary notice. The funeral

director is responsible for correct completion of the death

certificate, filing of the certificate with the proper au-

thorities and securing the burial or transit permit. The

funeral director arranges for an appointment with the rela-

tives of the deceased to discuss with them the various phases

of the service. Briefly these details include: the place

0f the service; church or funeral home; time of the service;

the clergyman to officiate at the funeral service; selecting

tine place’of interment; music for the service; contacting

fratternal officials; notifying casket bearers; selecting

\—

O . . .

Habenstein and Lamers, The History of American

EEEEEEral Directing, op, cit., p. 533.
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the clothing necessary; and choosing the casket and outside

receptacle. These are preliminary arrangements and usually

require subsequent checking and further organizational de—

tails. If the body is to be shipped to another city for

interment additional arrangements will be required. While

the body lies in state the funeral director assumes respon-

sibility for arranging the flowers in the reposing room

and makes certain that all visitors to the funeral home

are properly served.

On the day of the service the funeral director at-

tends to floral arrangements, arranges for the physical

facilities, provides automobiles for the family and casket

bearers, receives and ushers friends to seats, assists the

clergyman, organizes the funeral procession, and makes a

vehicle available to transport flowers to the cemetary.

The direction and conduct of funerals brings the

funeral director into close contact and working associations

‘with members of other service professions and a variety of

INJsinessmen. He has frequent contacts with physicians,

nleadical examiners, health officers, and coroners in the

letgal and medical aspects of death. He also has frequent

aSSociations with clergymen of all denominations in planning

\

1Funeral Service, "Duties and Responsibilities,"

0 . cit.
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funeral services. Legal, tax, and business affairs bring

him in contact with lawyers, accountants, and newspaper

reporters and editors and he must also work closely with

cemetary, mausoleum, and crematory officials.

Most funeral directors belong to the state and

national funeral directors' professional associations.

These professional organizations give him an Opportunity

to meet with the other members of his vocation and also

gain further knowledge and utility from various institutes

and service training programs which are made available to

. . . 42

him from time to time.

Occupational Characteristics of Funeral Directing

A fundamental which is basic to zoning is the class-

ification of the various occupations and establishments

which Operate in the community. In order to adequately

determine which zones of the community the funeral home

Should be allowed, the occupational status of funeral di-

rectors should be clarified. One of the most widely de—

bated questions concerning funeral direction is whether it

should be considered as a profession, business, or a trade.

2Funeral Service, "Professional and Business Re-

lationships," Op. cit.
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Funeral directors through the develOpment of: the vocation

as a full time occupation; educational programs in mortuary

science; formation of professional associations; a strong

interest in legislative action regarding their vocation and

a code of ethics, definitely consider themselves as members

of a profession. There have been other occupational groups

and professions which have tended to look upon the funeral

director as primarily a business man or strictly as a mem-

ber of a trade. This has been true when the urban planner

has attempted to identify funeral direction for the purpose

of establishing Operational and locational policies as a

basis for zoning regulations. Although there have been a

few exceptions, many urban planners through the zoning or-

dinance mechanism have expressed that the funeral home is

not a professional establishment in the true sense of the

word “professional.“43

The Operation and management of funeral homes sug-

gest a combination of three occupational roles. The funeral

director is considered by some as a businessman because he

deals in merchandise in the form of caskets, and in some

‘

43American Society of Planning Officials, "Funeral

Homes," Information Report No. 97 (Chicago: Planning Ad-

visory Service, April, 1957), p. 10.
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instances, with clothing for the deceased. It is true that

the cost of a funeral service includes the price of the

casket. This is a type of merchandise which is purchased

only for the burial of the dead and cannot be considered a

purchase in the usual business-sense of the word. Caskets

are sold to those who want them and cannot be purchased

from anyone but a funeral director. A casket is not re-

quired by law, but one is required by funeral directors

if there is to be a funeral service with the body present.

In this case the client is required to purchase a casket.44

Funeral homes and funeral directors are listed in

'tima”yellow pages” of telephone directories and, in some

<:nases, their listings have been defined as advertising.

'53<3me funeral homes advertise in newspapers. These items

Eadre usually very brief. They may contain a picture of the

ifTUneral home, and usually point out the competitive advan-

t:ages of this funeral home over others in the community.

A second occupational characteristic of the funeral

<director is that of providing a service. The United States

g

4Interviews with Howard Raether, Executive Secre-

tary, National Funeral Directors Association and Jack Jor-

gensen, Executive Secretary, Michigan Funeral Directors

Association on April 15, 1966.

45American Society of Planning Officials, Op. cit.,

p. 9.
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Department of Commerce classifies the Operation of a fun—

eral home as a "service establishment“ whose primary activ-

ity is the sale of a service and not an establishment deal-

ing in merchandise.

The third and most controversial role is that of a

professional. Funeral directing has been making gains to-

ward acceptance as a profession. The Alphabetical Index

of Occupations and Industries of the United States Govern-

Iment Census of 1950 lists funeral directors under the cate-

<gory of professional, technical and kindred workers. The

(Dccupational Outlook Handbook of the United States Depart-

rnent of Labor in 1951 includes the funeral director under

'VProfessional, Semi-Professional and Administrative Occupa-

f::ions." The Better Business Bureau considers funeral direc-

t:<3rs as professional along with lawyers and physicians.

From this brief discussion it can be seen that the

:Euneral director cannot definitely be classified singularly

Eas a businessman, tradesman, or professional. He is, be-

cause of his combination of functions and Operating charac-

teristics, a composite of all three. For zoning purposes

 

46Habenstein and Lamers, The History of American

Funeral Directing, op. cit., p. 594.

47Ibid.
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funeral directing should be classified as a combination

occupation and a funeral home should be located in tran-

sitional zoning districts.48

Educational Requirements in Mortuary Science

Today, there are several institutions of higher

learning which Offer education in funeral directing. These

curricula are accredited by the American Board of Funeral

Service Education. Six colleges and universities offer a

curriculum in funeral service. The six, along with two

private colleges are subject to the American Board of Fun-

eral Service Education as well as the regional accrediting

association where the college or university is located.

There are fourteen other private colleges which offer cur-

ricula in funeral service which are subject to the American

Board of Funeral Service Education.

The curriculum offered for students in funeral

service includes basic health and science which covers

anatomy, chemistry, bacteriology, pathology, hygiene, and

public health. Additional courses are offered in funeral

 

48This is a conclusion of the author based on the

combination of functions and characteristics of the funeral

director and the funeral home.
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service arts and sciences which include embalming and re-

storative art and funeral service administration which in-

cludes accounting, funeral law, psychology, funeral prin-

ciples, directing and management. In addition to the edu-

cational requirements, one must pass a state board licensing

examination and serve a required internship ranging from

one to three years with the norm being one year.

Associational Development Among Funeral Directors

During the twentieth century, several national and

state funeral directors' organizations were developed and

formed.

National Funeral Directors Association: This is a
 

federation of state associations which has a current mem-

bership of 14,000. The primary service of the National

Association is to its affiliate groups. These services

include a Reference Manual containing information on per-

tinent Federal laws and regulations; transportation rules

in various states; public relations suggestions and assis-

tance; lists of colleges of mortuary science; journals

covering funeral operations; and information on licensing

authorities. They also have had various research studies

49 . . .

Funeral Serv1ce, "Educational," Op. Cit.
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conducted for them by various peOple in the fields of man-

agement, psychology, public relations, history, funeral

grief therapy, sociology, and now urban planning as related

to funeral home location and zoning.

National Selected Morticians: This organization

has a membership of about 800 firms and provides a service

which is concerned with business management on a direct

basis with individual members.

National Funeral Directors and Morticians Association:

This organization's memberships come from twenty-three states

and the Virgin Islands. They have supported legislation for

raising scholastic requirements for admission to embalming

schools and have an adOpted code of ethics. The group was

formerly known as the National Negro Funeral Directors Asso-

ciation.

Jewish Funeral Directors of America: Nearly all of

the Jewish funeral directors in America belong to this or-

ganization. They also belong to other organizations. Their

main purpose include; develOping harmony among Jewish fun-

eral directors; upgrading the practices of performance;

making available correct principles of business and ethical

conduct; and protecting the interests of their membership.
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National Foundation of Funeral Service: This is a

non—profit educational trust located in Evanston, Illinois.

The Foundation provides a library of information related

to funeral service, and also carries out research activities

and conducts a school of management. All of these facili-

ties are available to members of the funeral procession,

students, writers, teachers, public officials, and respon-

sible members of the general public who are interested.50

A good example of a state organization of funeral

directors is the Michigan Funeral Directors Association.

The Michigan Association, founded in 1880, was the first

state association and served as a prototype for other state

associations, as well as the National Association which was

founded in 1882. The current membership of the Michigan

Funeral Directors Association is 750.51

The Constitution and By-Laws of the Michigan Funeral

Directors Association state:5

 

50Habenstein and Lamers, The History of American

.Funeral Directing, pp. cit., pp. 534-44.

lMichigan Funeral Directors Association, First in

tflaea Nation, A History: Prepared by the Michigan Funeral

Directors Association, Inc. (1960), p. 18.

2Michigan Funeral Directors Association, Constitu-

tiOn and By—Laws, Art. I, sec. 2.
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The object of this association is to secure

harmony in business, to cultivate a more friendly

spirit socially, to elevate and bring to a

higher state of perfection our profession, to

disseminate correct principles of business man-

agement and the best methods of protecting the

interest of funeral directors and embalmers in

professional practice, as well as those of our

patrons; to enlighten and direct public opinion

in relation to the advantages of enacting and

enforcing proper, just, and uniform laws on

funeral directing and embalming in the State

of Michigan, and to foster and maintain high

professional ideals of public service.

The Michigan Association also conducts seminars

for its members and provides a wide range of services which

are of special interest to funeral directors. They are cur—

rently sponsoring two research projects. The first study

on the "Psychology of Funeral Service," and the second being

the joint sponsored study with the National Association on

zoning and funeral home location.

Summary

It has been presented that funeral behavior and

practices have a great impact and are an important part of

.present day society. Urban society and funeral directors

knive had a great effect on the process of change in funeral

 

3Michigan Funeral Directors Association, "Report

for the MFDA Board of Directors, " 87th Annual Convention,

(May 3, 1966), pp. 2-3.
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customs and procedures. There is a growing awareness that

funerals are increasingly for the living and not entirely

for the dead.

The funeral profession and the funeral director

have come to be important and significant forces in our

communities. The funeral home is a use of land which now

creates a great deal of activity. This activity was form—

erly Spread among several land uses. Now it is concentrated

in respect to performance of personal services, the genera-

tion of activity with the visitation of the deceased by

family and friends, and the conduct of the funeral service.

Funeral homes will continue to exist in our commun-

ities and as the pOpulation continues to grow the demand

for additional establishments to meet the increasing needs

will likewise increase. These funeral homes will be called

upon to meet the required "need" for caring and disposition

of the dead at even greater rates in the future. The role

of the funeral director is still changing and his future

education will undoubtedly include a more adequate under-

standing of the psychological factors involved in dealing

with grief and the bereaved.

Funeral homes, as significant users of land and

because of the unique characteristics of their Operations,
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deserve careful consideration by those concerned with com-

munity growth and planning. Unless the funeral director

and the public solve their mutual problems related to fun—

eral home location, a logical, orderly community develop-

ment will continue to be a difficult goal to attain.



CHAPTER II

THE FUNERAL HOME AND COMMUNITY ATTITUDES



II.

THE FUNERAL HOME AND COMMUNITY ATTITUDES

Although funeral homes are alike in many respects,

there are some differences which are important from the

standpoint of their influence on community development.

The funeral service is basically similar at all funeral

homes and the range of services provided by the various

funeral homes is similar. For example, in Michigan the

state law requires that all funeral homes have facilities

for the provision of the full range of funeral services.

Funeral homes are located in different parts of

metrOpolitan areas. There are also differences in the

types of funeral home Operations. For the purpose of

pointing out the important differences among funeral

homes it is useful to classify them according to the

physical and social characteristics which make them dif-

ferent. To classify these differences the types of fun-

eral home Operation, geographic location, branch operations

and funeral home ownership will be employed.

 

l . . .

InterView With Jack Jorgensen, Executive Secretary,

Michigan Funeral Directors Association, May 23, 1966.
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Types of Funeral Home Operation

In the United States there are two types of funeral

homes which are identified by their divergent modes of

Operation. Each consists of a series of methods of think-

ing, behaving, and acting which combine to form a type of

Operation. One type, with its corresponding role for the

funeral director, is termed local funeral home, and the
 

other mass mortuary.
 

The local funeral home is one which serves a defi-
 

nite community or community area. This funeral home is

an integral part of the community which it serves, and

the funeral director is an agent for the community in

other ways than in his caring for the dead. The families

in the community know the funeral director personally and

in turn each family is known by the funeral director in

terms of their community economic and social status.

There is a definite family-service orientation in this

type of Operation. The deceased is not known and identi—

fied as a "case," but by a set of social and personal re—

lationships in which kinship attachments are usually pri-

mary. The Operative motivation for the funeral director

is more community service oriented with limited economic

goals, rather than one with an emphasis on a "business"
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concept. Finally, the funeral director's orientation

toward his personnel is one of concern for their position

and good will. All personnel are tied together by a sense

of personal commitment to the funeral home and to the

provision of the best possible funeral service to the

community.

The word "local“ does not mean that this type of

funeral home is only found in small cities. By its very

nature, it is just as much a local-community funeral home

in the large cities and metrOpolitan areas as in small

ones. The local funeral home is based on the social

structure of an area and there is not a definite area

of service which can be defined by exact political bound-

aries. The size of an area of service will vary with the

social structure and the number of funeral homes. There

may be only one funeral home in a community or there may

be several, all serving the same general area which will

still be classified as local funeral homes.2

The mass mortuary funeral operation is primarily

found in the larger cities on the Pacific Coast of the

 

2Robert W. Habenstein, Sociology of Occupations:

The Case the American Funeral Director, No. 12 of Human

Behavior and Social Processes: An Interactionist Approach,

ed. Arnold M. Rose; Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company,

1961, pp. 240-41.
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United States as well as a few east coast metrOpolitan

areas. They—may employ as many as 40-50 peOple and con-.

ductmas many as 3,000-4,000 funerals.per year, The con-

tact with the clientele is diffused through intermediaries.

There is not any one person in the firm who is ph§_funeral

director and often there are unlicensed and/or absentee

owners. A characteristic of this type is a high volume

of funerals. Because of this, no one person is able to

consistently assume the central role in the conduct of

each funeral service. Usually there will be a number of

HassistantS’emplOyed by the firm to deal with Clientele.

Community social structures may be taken into account but

the Operation of mass principles tend to cause the firm's

activities to transcend community controls. The funeral

home then Operates in terms of a trade area and the per-

sonnel of such an establishment have no clear concept of

a physical and social community being served.

A mass mortuary operation is not centered on a

single community and a majority of clientele are drawn

from several communities and cities in a metropolitan

area. The unit of Operation is the "case" and each case

is likely to be void of all social and personal aspects

and becomes a business statistic. The bereaved are a
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matter of concern only as parties to a contractual agree-

ment obligating them to pay the costs of the funeral.

In contrast to the service orientation of the local

funeral home, there is no limitation of economic and busi—

ness goals and the successful operation of a mass mortuary

is directly related to profit. The profit motive is usu-

ally represented by conventional merchandising methods

including installment purchase and price advertising.

The relationship to employees and personnel tends to be

bureaucratic. The personnel are considered as function-

aries, they may show a lack of loyalty to the funeral

establishment and tend to relate to their employer by

. . . . . 3

rational rather than traditional orientations.

Geographic Location
 

In a metropolitan area funeral homes can be gener-

ally classified according to their geOgraphic location

such as downtown, inner-city, and suburban. The downtown

funeral homes are usually the long established ones in
 

the area which have been in operation for a number of

years. They will usually be located near the downtown

churches and office buildings in the downtown area. This

 

3Ibid.
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type of funeral home may also operate a branch in one or

more of the suburban communities surrounding the central

city, but the downtown location will be considered as the

long established "prestige" Operation and usually will be

well known throughout the metrOpolitan area. The downtown

funeral home will derive a great deal of its business from

the members of the churches and the people who work in the

central area.

The inner-city funeral homes will generally be lo-

cated in the older residential areas which were formerly,

or still are, inhabited by groups of people who have com-

mon religious and ethnic backgrounds and who have lived

in these areas for several years. This type of funeral

home may be located in a residential setting but they

will usually be situated on a major street in a mixed

commercial area with the residential development surround-

ing it. In many of these areas there have been changes

and movements of the neighborhood population. The people

whose families have lived there for years are slowly mov-

ing out and new groups are moving in which are of a dif-

ferent race or nationality background than the original

inhabitants. Many of the funeral homes located in these

areas are Opening branches further out in the suburbs
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where the families which they have been serving are now

located.

The suburban funeral homes are located in lower

density residential communities which surround the cen-

tral city. For the most part these establishments are

of single purpose construction; are newer; and of a more

modern architecture than the inner-city or downtown fun—

eral homes. Many of this type will be branches of a firm

which still Operates a home in another location. A firm

which contains one or more sons or partners may establish

a branch funeral home in the suburban area because the

main Operation does not provide enough financial support

for all of them.

Many of the suburban type are built before the

surrounding area is fully developed or they follow new

growth to the surrounding area. They are usually located

on major streets with residences, offices, churches,

schools, and mixed activity surrounding them.

Branch\0perations
\\, 

r‘

As brought out in Chapter I, the number of funeral
.7“ .\_ r; //,’

firms in this country has decreased while the total number

mf'f’!l . “\~"—..
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4IHterview with Jack Jorgenson, op. cit., May 23,

1966.
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increase is due to thepestablishment of branch homes in

I
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. . ,// . \\\\
addition to the main or central funeral homes Operated

by fufie;;I/firms.

The main or central funeral home is the one which

is Operated by a firm as their only establishment or, as

the older and longer established home when they operate

one or more branches. The main branch is most likely the

establishment where the funeral firm built their business

and reputation and the location is one which will continue

to be associated with the firm's name even though new

branches may be in Operation.

The branch funeral homes are those which are es-
 

tablished in addition to the main funeral home operation.

These branches are established either through purchase of

an existing Operation, the conversion of another structure

to a funeral home, or the construction of a new funeral

home.

The reasons for establishing a branch funeral home

are varied. The following are the results of a survey

contained in the Planninquvisory Service Report No. 97

by the American Society of Planning Officials.5

 

5American Society of Planning Officials, "Funeral

Homes," Information Report No. 97 (Chicago: Planning Ad-

visory Service, April, 1957), p. 5.
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TABLE I

ESTABLISHMENT OF BRANCH FUNERAL HOMES

 

 

Reasons for Establishing First Second Third

A Branch Funeral Home Reasons Reasons Reasons

Normal Expansion 44.83 3.45 10.34

Definite need in new area 13.80 37.93 3.45

Decrease of calls from original area 6.89 3.45 -

Previously served clients moving 6.89 6.98 6.89

Original place declining in service 3.45 13.80 -

Lack of parking facilities at

original place 3.45 - 3.45

To improve location factor — 3.45 10.34

Other reasons 20.69 13.80 6.89

 

(fie/L LN: 0

From this survey the primary reasons given for es-

tablishing a new branch were normal expansion and definite

need in a new area. This means that the number of services

of the funeral homes who established branches reached a point

where expansion was considered the next step in the operation

of their funeral firm. This expansion was found to be the

most logical into those areas which had a lack of funeral

homes and where the funeral director felt that a definite

need existed. There are other reasons given which were not

as dominant as the above mentioned influences, but all of

these reasons were influential at one time or another in
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causing a funeral director to establish a branch funeral

home.

p————~\_)

Types of Funeral Home Ownership

There are three basic legal forms of funeral home

ownership and operations existing today. Of the three,

the sole prOprietorship is most prevalent, followed by

partnerships and corporations.6 In 1963, forty-six percent

of the funeral homes were owned by individuals, twenty—

three percent were owned by partnerships, and thirty—one

percent were organized and owned by corporations.7

Most funeral homes which conduct a small number of

funerals per year are sole prOprietorships. As the volume

of funeral services increases it is difficult to provide a

trained funeral director at the funeral home on a twenty—

four hour basis. Because of this, many funeral directors

establish partnerships in order to provide a competent

person in the funeral home at all times. The partnership

seems to be a form of organization which is well fitted

 

Robert W. Habenstein and William M. Lamers, Fun

eral Customs the World Over (2nd. Ed.; Milwaukee: Bulfin

Printers, Inc., 1963), p. 750.

7Funeral Services: "Statistical Data," ed. Robert

C. Slater (Milwaukee: National Funeral Directors Associa-

tion of the United States, Inc., 1964).
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to meet the special demands of the funeral occupation.

The corporation form of organization has been a more

recent develOpment. A steady increase in corporations

since the turn of the century, has been noted as the

pressures of business mount. Although the corporation

form of ownership is becoming popular in some areas, it

is prohibited by law in others.8

The size of a funeral home is customarily measured

by the number Of funeral services conducted per year. In

1963, of all funeral firms in the United States, fifty-six

percent conducted under one hundred funerals per year, with

the average being sixty services. Thirty percent of the

firms conducted between one hundred and two hundred services

per year with an average of one hundred thirty-eight. Eight

percent of the firms conducted between two hundred and three

hundred services per year with an average of two hundred

forty-four. Six percent of the firms conducted over three

hundred services, the average being five hundred thirty-

six.

 

8Robert W. Habenstein and William M. Lamers, The

History of American Funeral Directipg (Revised Edition;

Milwaukee: Bulfin Printers, Inc., 1963), pp. 551-52.

9Funeral Service: "Statistical Data," Op. cit.
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Basis of the Modern Funeral Home

The typical urban funeral home found in American

communities today has certain characteristics and an ex-

istence which is the result of three basic needs. The

first of these is the result of the use of embalming as

a method of preparing the dead for burial. Embalming

uses a chemical injection process which requires a special

preparation room constructed and equipped in a manner sim-

ilar to clinical facilities.

The second need grew out of the mode of living

which has developed in our metropolitan areas, especially

in the central cities. Small living units in apartments

and other types of residences created a demand for a fa—

cility which would be large enough to accomodate the fun-

eral service that formerly had been held in the home of

the deceased. The funeral director began to provide the

funeral "home“ or "parlor" especially designed for the

ceremonial disposal of the body.

A third need grew out of the problem related to

transporting the dead and living to places of worship in

urban communities. Because of this problem, the providing

of a large room or rooms in the funeral home became more

common. Sometimes called a chapel, this room or rooms can
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be used for the religious services which are part of the

funeral procedure. Consideration of the above three func-

tional activities gave rise to the present day funeral

home.

The Modern Funeral Home
 

Because of the nature of the work performed all

funeral homes have basic physical and operational similar-

ity. Persons die at all hours of the day and night making

it necessary for someone to be available at all times. If

an ambulance service is provided the employees who Operate

this service must be readily available. Due to the need

for immediate availability of someone at all times, the

funeral home will usually contain living quarters for

either the funeral director or his assistants, or perhaps

both. In addition to the living quarters the modern fun-

eral home will usually contain a preparation room for em-

balming, a room or rooms for the body to be in state and/

or for the funeral service, a family room, rest rooms, a

lounge, storage area, garage space for funeral home ve-

hicles which may include at least one hearse, ambulance,

 

0 . . .

Habenstein and Lamers, The History of American

Funeral Directing, op. cit., pp. 436-39.
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limousine and service car, and an area speCifically de-

signed for delivery of the body, flowers, caskets, and

other items as they are brought to the funeral home.

Most funeral homes also have a casket selection room.

If the interior arrangement of the funeral home is on

more than one floor an elevator or hydraulic lift will

usually be used for moving the casket and body between

floors.ll

One of the most important aspects of the physical

facilities provided by the funeral home is that of off-

street parking. The type of parking accomodations and

the number of parking spaces vary a great deal among dif-

ferent funeral homes. Some of them will have enough space

to provide ample parking spaces immediately adjacent to

the funeral home on the same property while others will

own or lease parking on adjacent property for use by the

funeral home clientele.

The motif for the modern funeral home is becoming

one of beauty, whether newly built or an older home which

is redecorated. In many cases the modern funeral home

will be decorated in such a manner as to get away from

 

11Ibid., p. 578.
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the "hominess" atmosphere of the old style funeral "parlor."

The use of brighter colors, decorative wall paper, modern

furniture and soft lighting is now found in many funeral

homes.

Although the interior appearance of a funeral home

is important, this importance is a result of the need to

provide a proper atmosphere for the funeral service and

is aimed at pleasing and impressing the members of the

families of the deceased. The exterior appearance of

the funeral home is important because it projects the

physical appearance image of the funeral home to every-

one living in the community. Well landscaped grounds

with flower beds, shrubbery, hedges and other landscape

features are all used by the funeral home to create favor-

able public sentiment. Architectural style of the funeral

home varies from early colonial and other traditional

styles to the functionally modern. Regardless of the

size or style of the funeral home most funeral directors

attempt to help build and maintain their image in the com-

munity through constant maintenance of their buildings

and grounds.

Typical Community Attitudes

In recent years there has been an intensification

in the criticism of funeral directors and funeral homes.
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Many of these criticisms have resulted in funeral reform

recommendations in newspapers, national magazines, books,

and on television. As a result of the reform recommenda-

tions, some state legislatures conducted special studies

into the operations and practices of funeral directors

and firms. The Association of Better Business Bureaus

also conducted inquiries into alleged funeral mis-practices.

Both the state inquiries and those of the Better Business

Bureau were primarily concerned with retail fees, services

provided, and Operating costs.

i\\‘égajor criticisms of the past were basically cen-

tered on the costs of funerals and did not involve many

of the problems which relate to urban development and

planning for this development. Controversies and problems

which do relate to urban development are primarily concerned

with the questions of funeral home location and operational

characteristics in the urban community and more specific-

ally, to the problems concerning the permitted location of

funeral homes relative to zoning ordinance provisions and

the public interest. As brought out in the Planning

 

12Assembly of the State of California, Final Report

of the Assembly Interim Committee on Public Health Relative

to Funeral Directors, Embalmers, Morticians and Funeral Es-

tablishments, 1953, p. 14.
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Advisory Services Rgport No. 97 by the American Society of

. . . 1
Planning OffiCials.

Householders and parents do not want to live

next door to a funeral home. Translated into

zoning terms this means that the public does

not want funeral homes in residence districts.

For more than 35 years, courts have backed up

the laws that reflect this viewpoint, and it

is unlikely that they will reverse their posi-

tion.

One of the primary purposes of this paper is to

isolate and examine the reasons which are behind the think-

ing of the public, the public officials, and the courts in

regard to funeral home location and operations. Along with

this are some land use problems presented to the community

which are closely associated with these activities. In

pointing out and examining these problems, most of the dis-

' ' % M’ZuLhcuSSion w111 concentrate on th issues e presence of

",1-

death, depreciation of prOperty values, appropriate uses

of vacated funeral homes, conversion of other land uses,

“a,

by

noise generation, parking, and traffic congestion. ,‘

One of the greatest objections to funeral homes is

V *9:

not concerned with their physical appearance, but the psy-

chological and mental issue of the "presence of death.

13American Society of Planning Officials, op. cit.,

E3- 21.
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The main purpose and function of the funeral home is the

care of dead human bodies. Because of this there is a con-

tinuous suggestion of death and dead bodies to many commun-

, .4”

ity residents when they present their image of a funeral

home. This doesn't mean that all residents consider the

funeral home as a constant reminder of death, but a sig—

nificant number have given this as a reason for objecting

to certain funeral home locations. As part of the reminder

of death is included the presence of a hearse, often an am-

bulance, casket delivery, dead bodies, coming and going of

”fla
n-t

wp
'

,
.

bereayed persons, and the conduct of the funeral ceremonies,

. . . l4 . .

including the funeral proceSSion. Many objections to fun-

eral homes have included statements that obnoxious and dis-

’1

Jar-m

.-—

f

agreeable odors are part of a funeral home Operation and

-r-u'~'

‘1'“
’4'

would be offensive to anyone living around a funeral home.

'!'

Of all the objections, this one is most unlikely because

of the health laws which require facilities for prOper care

of the dead, thus prohibiting offensive and obnoxious odors

from dead bodies. Also proper ventilation takes care of

any odors from the chemicals used.

Closely related to the objections to funeral homes,

lmxzause of the presence of death, is the complaint from

 

14Ibid., p. 12.
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property owners that property values would depreciate

sharply if a funeral home was located in or near an area

where they own prOperty. If the property values were to

depreciate because of a funeral home in an area, it would

probably be caused by the intrusion of a non—residential

land use and the mental objection, rather than by the phys-

ical appearance of the funeral home and property. In most

cases the exterior appearance of a funeral home is aesthet-

ically pleasing. Some funeral homes are an asset to neigh—

boring prOperties. Where large landscaped lawns, adequate

parking, and architecturally pleasing buildings are provided,

properties can appreciate in value due to the proximity of

such a funeral home.

A problem which may face those concerned with com-

munity development is how many funeral homes go out of bus-

iness or vacate their present building for another location

and to what use can the funeral home be put if it ceases

to be used for that purpose. The Statistical Abstract of

the United States, 1965,15 provides information on funeral

home failures. For comparative purposes the difference in

the number of failures among funeral firms and those of

 

15U. 8., Statistical Abstract, 1965, Table 701,

p. 506.
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the next lower enterprises according to number of failures

is given.

TABLE II

COMPARISON OF BUSINESS FAILURES

 

1952 1955 1960 1963 1964

 

Undertakers 10 8 7 9 11

Hotels 28 41 82 81 96

Other personal services 75 61 81 103 98

Passenger and freight

transportation 178 255 410 326 286

Business and repair services 178 320 535 553 495

 

There may be reasons other than failure for a fun-

eral home being vacated. When the owner of a funeral home

is the sole proprietor and dies there may not be anyone to

conduct the business. If the business is not significant

enough for another firm to buy it the building ceases to

be used as a funeral home. Another instance could arise

where the funeral firm moves their total operation to a

new location leaving the old one vacant. In the latter

case another funeral firm may want to establish in this

area. If the reason for the original firm's move is due

to an entirely different group of people replacing the
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former residents another funeral firm may purchase the

vacant funeral home.

In the case of a small funeral firm going out of

business the investment is usually too great for another

firm to purchase the facilities. If a funeral firm already

has an adequate amount of business in the area, the pur-

chase of additional facilities and space would be unneces-

sary action. Many times these vacated funeral homes will

be older residential homes converted for the funeral home

Operation. Therefore there may be a number of uses for

which this land can be utilized. Because these converted

prOperties usually have utility for other purposes, depend—

ing on the location, their value as pieces of real estate

may be high.16 For the most part, the land on which a

vacated funeral home is located would most likely have a

demand for a use which is more “flexible" than that of a

funeral home. It may also be a more accepted use to the

inhabitants and other property owners in the area where

the vacated funeral home is located.

Another related concern in regard to public senti-

ment and planning is that of the conversion of various

 

16Interview with Jack Jorgensen, Op. cit., May 23,

1966.
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facilities to funeral homes. Most of these conversions

will involve the use of larger homes which are no longer

useful to their owners as a residence. The funeral firm

will purchase these residential homes and convert them,

with interior alterations and possibly with the addition

of more space, to a funeral home. In these instances the

peOple living in the surrounding area may object because

of the reminder of death which the presence of the funeral

home brings to them. From the standpoint of the urban

planner this conversion may create problems of over—use

and overcrowding of the land by an establishment which

needs parking Space for its clientele, as well as parking

and storage space for the funeral home vehicles. These

conversions will usually create new traffic patterns and

neighborhood objections which tend to create a feeling

among the community leaders that the conversion of exist-

ing residential property to a funeral home is not in the

best interest of the community's development objectives.

There may be instances where the funeral firm will

purchase commercial property such as a store and convert

this structure to use as a funeral home. In cases such as

these the parking problem may be lessened and usually the

instances of adjacent residential property will be fewer.
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In the case of some funeral homes an ambulance ser-

vice will be included as part of the services which are

provided to the public. The use of an ambulance usually

involves emergency Situations where the services are needed

immediately and the ambulance may create some noise in leav-

ing on a service call. There are regulations in many cities

which now control the speed of ambulances and the use of

warning sirens, but there still could be noise involved

which is disturbing to neighbors of a funeral home, although

every situation and Operation may not be identical.

One of the greatest problems of funeral home Oper-

ation is that of off-street parking and traffic congestion.

PeOple visit the funeral home to pay their respects to the

deceased in great numbers and most of these people use

automobiles in traveling to and from the funeral home.

These trips are usually made in the early evening hours

and can, in cases of a large number of visitors at one

time, create problems of local traffic congestion and

overcrowding of parking areas. The same problems could

be found as a result of funeral services. There are a

wide variety of parking accomodations among funeral homes.

Many provide adquate parking, either on the site or on ad-

joining properties. There are others, however, which do
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not have adquate off—street parking facilities causing

the parking load to be placed on the public streets. When

these occasions arise the danger to the public is increased

and usually the people in the surrounding neighborhood will

complain about this use of the public streets for parking

purposes by funeral home clientele. Parking facilities

needed by a funeral home include the parking and storage

of vehicles belonging to the funeral firm, parking space

for the employees, and visitor parking.

The funeral procession has received some criticism

over the years. The characteristics of the funeral proces-

sion usually require some amount of traffic control and

direction when entering the public street. Once under way

the normal procession will travel at speeds of 15 to 20

miles-per—hour in urban areas, which in some instances

could create traffic congestion. Today this may be less

of a problem than in the past because the trend seems to

be toward fewer automobiles traveling in the funeral pro-

cession.

There are planning and zoning regulations in this

country today which control the use, operations, and loca-

tion of funeral homes. There have also been several court

decisions which reflect the attitude of the courts in in-
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terpreting these regulations. In order to completely un-

derstand how the various problems related to funeral homes

have been dealt with through legislation and court inter-

pretation of this legislation, a few of the more signifi-

cant zoning ordinance provisions and court decisions are

presented.

Typical Zoning Provisions

The establishment of zoning districts is a legis-

lative function; and before the courts will declare a zon-

ing ordinance invalid, it must clearly appear that the

ordinance is discriminatory or unreasonable in its oper-

ation, or has no substantial relation to the public health,

safety or morals, or to the general welfare.17

In the absence of a zoning ordinance the courts

have ruled that the Operation of a funeral home in a

strictly residential neighborhood does, by its very nature

constitute a nuisance. The reasons given for these rulings

are based on the theory that the hearse, ambulance and the

procession of mourners are reminders of the presence of

death, and can bring depression and discomfort to the nor-

mal person not used to such conditions.

 

17Euclid V. Ambler Realty CO., 272 U.S. 365 (Ohio).

lBKundinger v. Bagnasco, 298 Mich. 15, 298 NW 386,

1941.
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In the cases where a zoning ordinance does exist

and where a funeral home is located in an area as a per-

mitted use under this zoning ordinance, the courts have

not interferred with the use of the funeral home because

it is not a nuisance "per se"; but, should the funeral

home be Operated in such a manner as to'constitute a nui-

sance by the failure to observe such rules and regulations

pertaining to the use of proper equipment for the preser-

vation of public health, a court may well grant injunctive

relief to persons in the neighborhood who are suffering or

who may suffer by the careless operation of the funeral

home."19

The courts have generally held to the above prin-

ciples when dealing with the question of the funeral home

constituting a nuisance and the question of funeral home

operations as a permitted use in zoning districts. Gener-

ally, the funeral home has been designated as a commercial

use in most zoning ordinances and is allowed as a permitted

use in commercial or business zones. In 1945, the National

Selected Morticians conducted a survey on zoning practices

 

9Habenstein and Lamers, The History of American

_§pneral Directing, gp. cit., p. 532.
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and found that:20

Of the 90 individual zoning ordinances studied,

11 of them (12%) permitted funeral homes to

be established in residential zones (under

special conditions). . . . On the other hand,

76 cities and municipalities, or 84%, permit-

ted (or did not restrict) the establishment

of funeral homes and mortuaries in the busi-

ness or commercial zones. In two California

cities, funeral homes were located in special

”undertaking districts."

Appendix I contains examples of zoning ordinance

provisions which were extracted in part from Planning Ad-

visory Services Report No. 97 by the American Society of

. . . 21 . .
Planning OffiCials. Other examples are contained in

selected zoning ordinances and are included along with

the Advisory Services Report examples to illustrate the

methods of dealing with funeral homes in various zoning

ordinances.

It can be seen from the variety of zoning ordin-

ance provisions contained in Appendix I that some agree-

ment prevails among certain cities as to the location of

funeral homes, but there are a wide variety of provisions

which differ in many respects. On the whole, the different

 

20 . . . . . .

American SOCiety of Planning OffiCials, Op. Cit.,

21Ibid., pp. 19-20.
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ordinance provisions vary from allowing the funeral homes

in residential zones by special permit, prohibiting them

from neighborhood and limited commercial districts, allow-

ing them as permitted uses in commercial and business zones

of various character and industrial zones. One interest-

ing point is the trend to permit the location of a funeral

home in a zone which is designed for office, professional,

medical and related services. This is a zone which was

mentioned only once in the earlier studies related to

funeral homes and zoning.

Legal Decisions

There have been a substantive number of court

cases involving zoning regulations which restrict the

location of funeral homes. From the early days of zoning

the courts have almost always ruled that funeral homes

are a commercial use and being a commercial use, do not

belong in residential zones.22 Although the majority

of court decisions have ruled that a funeral home consti-

tutes a commercial use, some court cases have allowed fun-

eral homes in residential zones. There are various reasons

 

22Edward M. Bassett, Zoning: The Laws, Administra-

tion, and Court Decisions During the First Twenty Years

(New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 1940), p. 213.
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given for allowing the funeral home in the residential

zones, but the majority of cases allowed them because

the nature of the residential areas were such as to allow

. . 23
the funeral home Without creating adverse effects.

Funeral homes have been prohibited from residen-

tial areas in many instances and the reasoning of the

courts in these cases is that the presence of the funeral

home would depreciate the value of the residential prOp-

24 . .
erty; that the funeral home is a constant reminder of

25 . . .
death; but, many court deCiSions involved cases where

variances had been granted to funeral homes in residential

areas and the courts ruled that the variances should not

. , 26

have been granted and therefore were illegal. In other

instances the courts have upheld the granting of an ex—

ception to the zoning ordinance provisions. Such is the

case in the following:27

 

23 . . . . . .
American Soc1ety of Planning OffiCials, Op. Cit.

p. 16.

24 . .
Saier v. Joy, 198 Mich. 295, 164 NW 507, 1917.

25 . .
Kundinger v. Bagnasco, Op. Cit.

26American Society of Planning Officials, op. cit.,

p. 16.

27"The Law SEIYS, " Mortuary Management, December' 

1962.
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The Zoning Board of Warwick, Rhode Island

granted a special exception which permitted

the use as a funeral home of a large house

in a residential zone in which funeral homes

were not a specified permitted use. The

Board granted the exception under a section

of the zoning ordinance which provided that

an exception could be granted for a use that

is "reasonably necessary for the convenience

and welfare of the public."

Most court decisions do not rest on the finding

that funeral homes are physically offensive, but, rather

they rest on the premise that the constant suggestion of

death tends to destroy the comfort and repose sought in

. 28 . . .
home ownership. But, in cases which involved the loca-

tion of funeral homes in areas which were changing from

predominantly residential to commercial or which were a

mixture of residential and commercial, the coérts have

been substantially uniform in holding that the prOposed

establishment and Operation of a funeral home in these

areas will be allowed.2

 

2 .

8Charles M. Haar, Land Use Planning: A Casebook

on the Use, Misuse, and Re-Use of Urban Land (Boston .

Toronto: Little Brown and Company, 1959), p. 115.

29 .

John F. Hellebush, Some Practical Appects of

the Zoning Laws as They Pertain to the Operation of Fun-

eral Homes, A Report to the National Funeral Directors

Association, October 20, 1965, p. 12.
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Because of the number of court cases which have

been decided in various ways there is not a definite set

of principles which can be established for deciding future

cases. These cases involve zoning questions in various

areas of the country which may be essentially different,

one from the other, therefore, each case should be decided

on the facts and merits of its own circumstances and the

values of the community.

Through the review and discussion of various zoning

provisions and court cases relative to funeral homes an

understanding can be gained concerning the basis for these

zoning regulations and court cases. With an awareness of

the previously discussed problems of funeral homes in

urban areas and with the zoning and legal issues in mind,

the next chapter will deal with the criteria and consider-

ations utilized by funeral directors in the Operation and

location of funeral homes.
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III.

LOCATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR FUNERAL

HOMES AS EXPRESSED BY FUNERAL DIRECTORS

It was noted previously that a characteristic of

funeral directing is to operate under the samefamily Or

firm name and to remain located in the same general area

or occupy the same site for several generations. There

have been changes taking place in metropolitan areas re-

cently which make this less true than in the past, For

the most part the permanence of location for a funeral

home is still very important. While there are advantages

to the permanence of location the changes in metropolitan

settlement patterns an expansion of population and an ex-

pected increase in the number of deaths have created the

need for additional funeral homes in new locations. Fun-

eral directors realize that location is an important fac-

tor but there hasn't been a strict set of locational prin—

ciples adopted which can be adhered to by those seeking

to establish a funeral home. Although there is a lack of

adopted principles there are several factors which most

81
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funeral directors take into account when considering the

location for a funeral home.

There are generally three situations where a fun-

eral director is concerned with the factors of funeral

home location. He may wish to: 1) establish a branch in

addition to his present funeral home; 2) abandon his pres-

ent site and relocate on another site; or 3) purchase an

established business which is presently under the Operation

of another firm. The predominant situation today is the

establishment of new branch funeral homes since very few

funeral firms go out of business and very few new funeral

firms are established.

Regardless of the specific situation the same gen-

eral locational considerations are present and are import-

ant to many funeral directors. Several of these factors

can be grouped into a general category related to the con-

cept of "service area." The particular factors discussed

below are all very important aspects which make up and de-

termine the "service area" and the location of a funeral

home.

 

1Robert W. Habenstein and William M. Lamers, The

History of American Funeral Directing (Revised Edition;

Milwaukee: Bulfin Printers, Inc., 1963), pp. 574-75.
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Population Factors

Because the funeral director depends on people for

his business he is concerned with having a location which

will give him proximity to a certain population. Formerly

the funeral director located to serve primarily one ethnic

or religious group and this location was in the particular

neighborhood or community where a high proportion of the

Single homogeneous group lived. This has been changing

and today the funeral director does not depend on one

Single group for his business. He generally serves a

cross-section of religious and ethnic groups in one or

more neighborhoods or communities. There are two excep-

tions to this situation. Negro funeral homes are predom-

inantly dependent on an all Negro clientele and, to a

lesser degree, Jewish funeral homes specialize in funerals

for Jewish clientele.

The funeral director will want to know what the

significant and pertinent population movements are and

have been in the metrOpolitan area. He may select a loca-

tion based, in part, on a movement of people into an area

which is not served by many funeral homes. He may find

that the clientele from his present locational area have

moved out to other areas. He will attempt to determine
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where these people have moved and decide that he could

move to a new location and retain a great deal of this

business potential and obtain new clients. If the funeral

director is interested in purchasing an established funeral

home he will consider the important question of, "how much

clientele has been built up by the present owner, how much

does he calculate he can reasonably expect to keep and is

there a Shift in population away from the "service area?"

For the funeral director not concerned with an es-

tablished clientele the most promising general location is

one in a suburban area not served by many other funeral

homes and one which gives accessibility to several rapidly

develOping communities.2 Additionally the average age of

those who make up the community is important.

From this discussion it can be seen that the popu-

lation, its characteristics to a limited extent, and its

movements to a great extent, are very important factors

in determining the location of a funeral home.

Relationships to Other Funeral Homes

When considering a general location the funeral

director is concerned with the location of other funeral

 

2Ibid.
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homes in an area. He wants to know how many other funeral

homes exist in the same general "service area" and how

much investment will he have to make in order to have com-

parable facilities with the other funeral homes. A unique

characteristic of funeral directing is that it is not sub-

ject in the normal manner to the economic law of supply

and demand. In this regard supply is the number of fun-

eral homes and demand is the number of deaths.

Since the demand is fixed by the death rate the

operation of a funeral home is not subject to demand as

much as to supply. Supply can be increased by the estab-

lishment of additional funeral homes. Therefore the fun-

eral director is concerned with the supply side of funeral

directing when considering a location in relation to other

funeral homes in a general area. When considering the

location of other funeral homes as well as the number of

them, he will relate back to the population of an area and

the characteristics of that population, especially to the

demand side of funeral directing or the death rate.

 

3Assembly of the State of California, Final Report

of the Assembly Interim Committee on Public Health Relative

to Funeral Directors, Embalmers, Morticians and Funeral Es-

tablishments, 1953, p. 8.
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Relationships to Other Land Uses

The modern funeral home has been established as

an appropriate place for making arrangements for funerals,

for the "in state" period, and for conducting the funeral

rites in total or in part. The funeral director will at-

tempt to plan his interior building arrangement so as to

offer the best possible conditions for carrying out fliese

functions. At the same time he wants a location which will

offer a certain type of environment in relation to the sur—

rounding land development.

Because of the nature of his Operation the funeral

director wants a location which will offer him adequate

space for his building, parking area, motor vehicle storage,

sufficient open space, and one which offers a quiet and

dignified, easily accessible atmosphere for the bereaved.

The funeral director will be cautious in selecting a loca—

tion relative to the surrounding land uses. This means

that the types of land uses which are likely to be unpleas-

ant to the senses of sight, sound, and smell would not be

compatible with a funeral home.

One use of land which has some association to

funeral homes is the church. Funeral services are some-

times held in churches and in the case of certain religious
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or ethnic groups the church funeral services are predom-

inant. Therefore, many funeral directors will seek a lo—

cation which is in close proximity to the churches in an

area. There will usually be more churches in a general

area than funeral homes and these funeral homes may be

located to serve one specific denomination or maybe sev-

eral denominations will be served by a funeral home. In

the latter case a more central location between the sev-

eral church sites will be desirable.

If church location is a factor in determining

funeral home location where would these areas be in the

community? In this regard Trombly states: "Consensus

seems to indicate that churches should be near centers

of community activities. This will place churches on

natural community travel patterns where they can regu-

larly be seen by all. They also can double as a buffer

between residential and commercial developments."4 From

this statement on church location it seems that a funeral

director interested in locating according to the churches

would also want to locate near the center of community

activity patterns.

 

4Donald Duane Trombly, "Locational Aspects of

Churches in The Urban Community" (unpublished Master's

dissertation, School of Urban Planning and Landscape Ar-

chitecture, Michigan State University, 1963), p. 57.
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iiiwfié There is another use of land which has a somewhat

natural relationship with funeral homes. The location of

cemetaries is important to the funeral director because of

the funeral procession from the funeral home to the ceme-

tary. Although the cemetary is not normally connected

with the funeral home from an ownership or management

standpoint, some funeral directors may consider the loca-

tion of a cemetary as being an important factor when seek-

ing a location for the funeral home. As cemetaries are

filled up in the center of metropolitan areas new ones

are located in the suburbs. This means that the people

who need cemetary space will be using the newly located

cemetaries. The distance of the new cemetaries from the

central city funeral homes will then be increased causing

the funeral procession to cover a longer distance and to

be more time consuming. If the funeral director finds

that this develOpment is a significant factor in his Oper—

ation he may desire a location which is closer to the newer

cemetary sites.

~Astnoted-earlier many zoning ordinances only permit

funeral homes in business or commercial zones. Due to the

possible creation of noise, traffic conflict with shoppers

and commercial vehicles, traffic congestion and limited
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expansion space, most funeral directors will not seek out

the commercial areas because they do not offer the rever-

ent, quiet, and dignified atmosphere the funeral home re-

quires.5 Very often the influences of these anaas will

cause the funeral director to seek a location in a resi—

dential area. Because of the nature of the funeral home

operations and the association with death which goes with

it the residential areas usually haven't been available to

funeral homes. Another aspect which may create some con—

flict with residential areas is the traffic which the fun-

eral home will generate. This can have a disruptive effect

on quiet residential streets and to the inhabitants of

these neighborhoods. This may or may not be a problem,

but for the most part, the funeral director may desire as

his first choice a residential location. Even though this

may be the first choice of the funeral director, the resi-

dents, public officials, and the courts have limited the

location of a funeral home in residential areas.6 Because

of this the next logical choice for the funeral director

 

5American Society of Planning Officials, "Funeral

Homes," Information Report NO. 97 (Chicago: Planning Ad-

visory Service, April, 1957), p. 21. F

61bid.
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may be a location on the perimeter of a business zone next

to one or more residential zones. This location will usu—

ally offer better access to major streets and will tend

to lessen the incidence of disruptive effects on residen-

tial neighborhoods.

Relationships to Streets
 

Various social changes in this country have created

the use of the funeral home for all aspects of the funeral

rites and the location with respect to the circulation pat-

tern of an area is important to the funeral director and

the bereaved. Normally a funeral director will want to

locate on or near major traffic arteries. Because most

local travel is by automobile such a location will make

the funeral home readily and easily accessible to those

visiting the deceased and to those attending funeral ser—

vices. Locations on major traffic arteries may help pro-

vide an ease of ingress and egress to the site which other

locations might not have available. These locations also

provide an easier and more ready access to the churches

and cemetaries used by the families served by the funeral

home. Many funeral directors also feel that a location

along a major street will provide "advertising benefits"
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which other sites would not have. Usually death occurs

infrequently in a family. When death comes to a relative

a person will remember a funeral home from the frequent

trips he makes by its location and will call that funeral

home. Because of this most funeral directors feel that

the funeral home will be noticed more if located on a

major street. Also, the location of a funeral home on

a major street may be objected to less by others because

of the increased activity on such a street.

Specific Site and Building Considerations
 

In addition to the locational factors which are

considerations of "service area,‘ the more specific loca-

tion of a funeral home is dependent on site availability

in relation to building, parking, and open space needs.

The Site. The modern funeral home needs a sizable

piece of land. At the present time there are no uniform

standards of site size. It has been agreed by many plan-

ners though, that some funeral homes are situated on Sites

of inadequate size. One of the reasons for site inade-

quacy is the increased need for parking which was not as

great a factor a decade ago.
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In 1954 the National Selected Morticians conducted

a survey which stated: "AS a rule of thumb, the parcel

should be a minimum of three times the area of the build-

ing." This means that a building with a ground dimension

of 100 x 100 feet will require a parcel of at least 30,000

square feet. In this survey it was found that parcels ac-

quired for branch funeral homes had the following dimen-

 

sions.

TABLE I I I

FUNERAL HOME SITE DIMENSIONS

Ground area: Range-----3,000 to 74,700 square feet

Average-~24,755 square feet

Frontage: Range--------40 to 275 feet

Average----- 129.97 feet

 

There have been a wide range of lot area require-

ments in various zoning ordinances. Some have allowed a

funeral home in certain zones without establishing a site

Size, while others have established site sizes which range

from 7,500 square feet to 40,000 square feet.9

 

7Ibid., p. 6.

8

Ibid.

Based on a limited survey of zoning ordinances.
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Parking. Inadequate parking has been one of the

biggest problems in funeral home Operations. Many funeral

directors recognize this problem and take it into consid—

eration when selecting a site for a funeral home. Adequate

off-street parking is essential for visitors to the funeral

home and for those attending the funeral service. The ma-

jority of funeral directors utilize the off-street parking

areas for assembling and lining up automobiles for the

funeral procession and attempt to keep this activity off

the public street.

The funeral director in considering the feelings

of the bereaved desires to provide adequate off—street

parking space for them. There are many aged peOple who

visit the funeral home to pay their respects to the de-

ceased or who attend the funeral services. It is very

important that parking areas are provided in a convenient

manner and in adequate supply so as to avoid the problems

and possible danger of these persons having difficulty

with parking their cars and walking to the funeral home.

Consequently there is a need for enough parking area for

a funeral home which will accomodate a maximum number of

visitors, attendance at one or more funeral services at
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one time, and for lining up the funeral procession in an

area which is off the public streets.

In reference to the number of parking spaces which

a funeral home should provide the survey by the National
 

Selected Morticians showed that a wide range of parking

Spaces were provided by new branch funeral homes. The

range of parking spaces extended from 0-100 with the aver-

age number of spaces per branch funeral home being 25.5.10

There have been a variety of methods in zoning

regulations for determining the number of off—street

parking spaces which a funeral home shall be required to

provide. Two common methods which have been used in zon-

ing ordinances to state the off-street parking requirements

are: 1) one parking Space for a certain amount of square

feet of floor area of chapels, reposing rooms, or individ—

ual funeral service rooms; 2) a certain number of parking

spaces per a designated number of seats in the chapel or

individual funeral service rooms.

David R. Levin, in a study, Zoning for Parking
 

Facilities makes the following statement:11
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The amount of parking that is generated at a

funeral establishment is obviously a function

of the number of funerals that can be handled

at the same time, or with some overlap, the

size of the facilities, the reputation of the

funeral home, and the social and economic

characteristics of the groups catered to. It

is suggested that off—street parking space be

required to be provided for all "official"

vehicles of mortuaries or funeral homes, plus

one space for each family resident on the

premises, plus additional Spaces equal to 75

per cent of the number of employees (other

than residents on the premises), plus such

additional space for funeral visitors as shall

be determined by the board of zoning adjustment

(or other local body vested with apprOpriate

authority) to be desirable, considering the

many variables characterizing any particular

establishment. The board of zoning adjustment

should be governed, however, in such a determ—

ination by the general tenor and level of re-

quirements set forth in detail in connection

with other property uses.

Open Space. Because the majority of funeral homes
 

have beautifully landscaped and nicely keep yards the fun-

eral director is interested in insuring that adequate Open

space will be available when considering a potential site.

These open areas can be provided in the form of front,

side, and rear yard areas around the funeral home. They

also can serve the function of ”buffer" zones between

driveways and parking areas and adjoining properties. Not

only will these areas be aesthetically pleasing but they

help to reduce the possibility of noise producing activities
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disturbing the quiet atmOSphere which the funeral home

needs.

Special use permits may require funeral homes to

have greater front, side, and rear yard dimensions. A fun-

eral home located in most business, commercial, or indus-

trial zones as a permitted use will not be required to

provide a great deal of open space. In one case, a fun-

eral home in Baltimore, Maryland, is located in a business

zone and the building which is 55 x 85 feet is situated

on a corner lot with its walls flush to the Sidewalk.12

It seems that a funeral home which uses its neatly land-

scaped lawns and well maintained buildings as an essential

part of its operation would want to provide more than the

minimum yard dimensions which these other zones require.

Because of this the modern funeral home may not seek a

site in a certain zone or area because of the possible

lack of adequate open Space.

In many cases the funeral director will be inter-

ested in a site which will allow for expansion of the

building and parking area. This expansion space can be

used for open area and when the time comes for expansion

 

12"Problems Involved in Designing a Mortuary for

An Urban Area," American Funeral Director, April, 1963.
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of the facilities the open space could be reduced without

violating the requirements of the zoning ordinance and re—

ducing the effectiveness of the beautiful grounds.

Buildings. There are various styles in the type

of building which a funeral director will select. In many

cases the funeral home will be architecturally designed

so as to compliment the architecture of the surrounding

area. All funeral directors will want a similar type of

building arrangement because of the basic physical and

Operational characteristics of most funeral homes. They

will want to include essentially the same functional fea-

tures, but the prOportion and actual internal and external

arrangement of these functional areas will vary. The Size

of a funeral home is measured by the number of services

conducted per year. The various functional areas will

require a building of a basic size and as the number of

services per year increase the funeral home will require

more Space. Therefore, as the number of services per year

increases, the funeral director will plan more space for

some of the functional areas to adequately accomodate the

additional funeral services over the basic number, which

every funeral home must plan for.
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Conclusions

Most funeral directors are interested in a loca-

tion which provides them with a quiet and dignified at-

mosphere. They are also interested in reducing the prob-

lems which exist or have existed with the operation of

funeral homes such as the lack of adequate parking and

overcrowding of a site. Because of his interest, there

are several factors which a funeral director uses when

selecting a location for his funeral home. Although these

locational factors have not been incorporated into a uni-

form set of policies and principles to be used by everyone

interested in locating a funeral home, they are used by

many and are useful considerations.

The establishment of a new funeral home involves

a sizable investment of capital on the part of a funeral

director and he will take every precaution to insure that

all aspects of location will be such as to protect his

investment. Among these precautions are the realization

that an adequate site size is very important and many fun-

eral directors today are seeking much larger Sites than

in the past.

There has been an increase in funeral home construc-

tion over the past few years and this trend should continue.
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Because of this, more funeral directors will be aware of

the need to consider the several factors of funeral home

location. An awareness on the part of the funeral direc-

tor and the interest of the urban planner in community

development could bring about a cooperation leading to

the elimination of many problems of funeral home location,

both to the funeral director and to the community.
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IV.

A STUDY OF FUNERAL HOMES IN

URBAN COMMUNITIES

Introduction
 

Before suggestions can be formulated as to desir~

able funeral home locational policies that can be applied

in most situations, it is necessary to isolate and examine

actual locational and Operational factors within an urban

environment. Although previous chapters treated these

factors within a general context, this chapter presents

aspects of funeral home location and Operations that have

been found in particular urban areas. There will be an

attempt to point out the criteria used in selecting a

funeral home location and site. The pertinent relation-

ships between interior and exterior functional areas of

a funeral home will be pointed out as well as the rela—

tionships of these factors to the location of funeral

homes and their sites. The various aspects of funeral

home operation related to services provided and the fun—

eral service are pointed out so it may be possible to

101
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further understand their position in American communities.

This study will be concerned with the physical relation—

ships of funeral homes within urban communities along with

the limited relationships of social and economic factors.

The latter are included, where necessary, to aid in under—

standing and describing the physical pattern more com—

pletely.

MethodolOgy
 

A case study of Operational characteristics and

the locational and site factors of funeral homes, within

a variety of urbanized areas, forms a significant part

of this study. Data on the Operational characteristics

and certain aspects of the locational and site factors

were gathered from several urbanized areas in Michigan.

Some of the more Specific locational relationships be—

tween funeral homes, to population, and with other land

uses are part of a more concentrated study of the Lansing

and Detroit, Michigan, urbanized areas.

To obtain an adequate analysis, research has been

conducted in both quantitative and qualitative terms.

Statistics have been obtained including information on

funeral home to population ratios, locational aspects,
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operational factors, funerals, funeral home ownership,

and site factors. Other information pertaining to loca—

tional criteria, choices, and problems was obtained through

interviews, field surveys, and an analysis of the distri—

bution pattern of funeral homes as related to other fun»

eral homes, street types, other land uses and population

characteristics.

Information on existing funeral homes, which

served as the foundation for the above analysis, was obm

tained from several sources. The Lansing and Detroit area

telephone directories and the Michigan Funeral Directors

Association Directopy of Members provided addresses of the
 

funeral homes. After all funeral homes in the Lansing and

Detroit study areas were located, a field check, the San—

born Atlas, and the Lansing and East Lansing Assessor's
 

Records were used to obtain data on site sizes and layouts.

One of the major sources of information was a ques-

tionnaire (See Appendix II) which was mailed to a cross—

section of funeral homes in the State of Michigan. The

questionnaire requested information on such items as the

addresses of the funeral homes, the zoning classification

where each funeral home is located, number of years at

this location, approximate number of funerals per year,
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characteristics of clientele, number of employees, data

on funeral customs, various operational factors, site

dimensions, building dimensions, number of parking spaces,

ownership data, and interior building arrangements. In

addition, viewpoints were requested as to whether the

funeral director liked his present location and the ade-

quacy or inadequacy of existing sites. Each funeral di-

rector was also asked to answer questions designed to

provide insight into possible trends in the conduct of

funerals and funeral service. The results of the ques-

tionnaire proved to be useful, and for the most part,

reliable. Sixteen per cent of the questionnaires were

returned and, with few exceptions, every question was

answered by all respondents. The author is confident

the information obtained by use of the questionnaires

is both accurate and significant of funeral service.

A great deal of information was obtained through

interviews and correspondence with the Executive Secretary,

officers, and members of the Michigan Funeral Directors

Association, Executive Secretary and President of the

National Funeral Directors Association, and others who

have conducted research on various phases and aspects of

funeral service.
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The results of the various research methods util-

ized in this study provided revealing insights that will

make it possible to formulate recommendations on funeral

home locational policies.

Study Areas

Due to the limited number of funeral homes found

in an individual community larger areas of study were

necessary. Therefore, the Lansing urbanized area and

the central portion of the Detroit urbanized area were

used in studying some of the locational factors. These

areas and fifty other Michigan urbanized communities were

utilized for gathering operational and locational data

The Lansing urbanized area used for this case

study includes the cities of Lansing and East Lansing,

Lansing Township, portions of DeWitt and Bath Townships,

on the north, Meridian Township on the east, Delhi Town-

ship on the south, and Delta Township on the west. Three

unincorporated urban concentrations, namely, Okemos and

Haslett in Meridian Township and Holt in Delhi Township,

are also included in the study area. The study area (see

Plate 1) had a population of approximately 180,000 in
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1960.1 The population has been estimated at 190,000 for

1965.2

The Detroit urbanized area used in this case study

(see Plate 2) includes all or part of thirty cities and

two townships. This area is bounded by Eleven Mile Road

on the north, Lake St. Clair and the Detroit River on the

east and southeast, Wick Road extended east from Pelham

Road to the Detroit River on the south, and Inkster Road

on the west. The U. S. Census had a pOpulation of 2,570,000

for this area in 1960.3 The estimated population for 1965

is 2,618,000.4

The fifty urbanized communities from which ques-

tionnaires were submitted are located throughout the South-

ern Peninsula of Michigan. There is a wide range of

 

1Derived from the publication U. S. Censuses of

Population and Housing;, 1960. Census Tracts, Final Re—

port PHC (l) - 73.

2 . . .
Estimate made by author based on interpolation

of U. S. Census figures and population density map of the

Lansing Planning Department.

3Derived from the publication U. S. Censuses of

Population and Housing: 1960. Census Tracts, Final Re—

port PHC (l) - 40.

4Estimate made by author based on interpolation

of U. S. Census figures and 1970-80 Population Allocation

by Community of the Detroit Metropolitan Planning Commis-

sion.
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communities in this sample allowing for a comparison of

the characteristics of funeral homes in communities of

various size. These communities are varied enough to per—

mit useful correlations to be derived, analysis to be made,

and are not too great in number to be beyond the workable

limits of this thesis.

The value of using the Lansing area for part of

the study is not based on the number of funeral homes found

there, but on their characteristics. This area contains

examples of most types including the downtown, inner-city,

and suburban funeral homes. There are also main and branch

operations as well as those which serve primarily persons

with similar ethnic and religious backgrounds. There is a

funeral home which serves only Negro families and there are

varied Operational characteristics present pertaining to

the provision of ambulance service, number of funerals

conducted, number of employees, and others. The Detroit

area, on the other hand, provides a large number of fun—

eral homes. This allows for a more clear analysis of dis-

tribution and locational relationships rather than other

characteristics.
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Funeral Homes to Population Ratios

Ratio comparisons are one of the useful tools of,

planning analysis. This ratio is a quantity of something

related to a uniform unit of reference. One such ratio

used in planning is the density of pOpulation shown by a

certain number of persons per acre. Another form is a

certain quantity of a land use type per 1000 persons.

These "tools," when adjusted prOpertly by recognizing

future trends and desires, can be used as a standard to

guage the adequacy of existing facilities or to provide

a method for determining future requirements.

Using this technique as a basis, knowledge of the

ratio of the number of funeral homes per 1000 persons,

properly adjusted, may be used in estimating future de-

mand for funeral homes. This can also be shown by giving

the number of persons in an area per funeral home.

There are eight funeral homes in the Lansing study

area. Acreage computation for the eight funeral homes re—

veals that 8.7 acres were in funeral home use in 1965.

When these figures were related to the estimated 190,000

population of the study area the following ratios were de-

rived:
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(l) 1 funeral home for every 23,750 persons, or

(2) .04 funeral homes per 1,000 persons, and

(3) .045 acres of funeral home land per 1,000

persons.

On comparing these values with the data at the State of

Michigan, Detroit, and national scales, the Lansing study

area has far fewer funeral homes than these other areas.

There are 211 funeral homes in the Detroit study

area. When this number was related to the 2,618,000

population of the study area, the following ratios were

derived:

(1) l funeral home for every 12,407 persons, or

(2) .08 funeral homes per 1,000 persons.

On comparing these values with the data at the State

and national scale the Detroit area also has fewer fun-

eral homes. In order to better Show these relationships,

Table IV provides a comparison between the Lansing study

area, Detroit study area, State of Michigan, and the

United States.5

 

5The figure for the United States is based on a

population of 196,320,000 and 24,000 funeral homes. The

figure for the State of Michigan is based on a population

of 8,000,000 and 885 funeral homes.
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TABLE IV

COMPARISON OF POPULATION TO FUNERAL HOMES

 

 

Study Funeral Homes Number of Persons

Area Per 1000 Persons Per Funeral Home

Lansing Study Area .04 23,750

Detroit Study Area .08 12,407

State of Michigan .11 9,040

United States .12 8,180

 

As can be seen from this comparison, the Michigan ratio

is also lower than that for the nation as a whole. The

Lansing situation is very unusual and is said to be one

of the very few areas of its size to have a ratio this

low. The ratio of the Detroit study area is more typical

of larger metropolitan areas. In small communities and

rural areas the ratio would be higher than the national

average. There is usually only one funeral home in these

communities or rural areas and the population per funeral

home in most cases falls short of the national average.

The funeral home questionnaire points out that funeral

homes in small urban communities conduct fewer funerals

per year than those located in metropolitan areas. This

indicates a relationship of fewer people per funeral home

in less populated areas and a smaller number of funerals

per year for these funeral homes.
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Before these ratios can be used as standards for

estimating and planning future funeral home requirements,

they should be adjusted for expected future trends and

desires as well as the above mentioned differences between

large metropolitan areas with great number of persons and

small communities with fewer persons. One important trend

is the expected increase in the number of persons living

in urbanized areas. If the total number of funeral homes

remains constant and the pOpulation increases, the ratio

of the number of funeral homes per 1,000 persons would be

adjusted downward from the present ratio. On the other

hand, new funeral home construction may keep pace with

the population increase and cause the ratio to remain at

its current level or adjust it upward. One of the import-

ant factors to consider in regard to funeral homes and

population is the number of deaths. The expected increase

in the number of deaths per year may create a need for ad-

ditional funeral homes and adjust the ratio upward. This

will depend on the adequacy of present funeral home sites.

The increased death rate may create the need for expansion

of present funeral home facilities. On adequate sites the

funeral homes could be expanded and not increase the number

of new funeral homes. If present Sites are inadequate, the
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alternative would be to find another site and construct

a new funeral home. This would be Shown in a desire for

new and larger funeral home sites and would adjust the

ratio of funeral home land to population upward to ac-

comodate the larger sites.

Trends in Operational characteristics and funeral

behavior are important factors to be considered when deal-

ing with the number of funeral homes in an area. Trends

in funeral attendance, services provided, and certain

other operating features may also affect the expected

numbercfiffuneral homes in the future.

Qualitative Aspects of Funeral Home Location

Several factors other than numerical or quantity

considerations are of greater importance to this study.

Determinations as to the characteristics of funeral home

operations and location are necessary in terms of zoning

district classifications, distribution pattern, relation-

ships to other land uses and streets, and the number of

years on one Site.

Funeral Home Location Related to Zoning Districts

One of the great problems presented to political

leaders, planners, the community and funeral directors is
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the method of dealing with funeral homes in zoning ordin—

ances. As stated in Chapter II, there are a variety of

Opinions and ordinance provisions in regard to funeral

home location. It was pointed out that many zoning ord-

inances only permit funeral homes in the business and com-

mercial zones. The variety of ordinance provisions and

the restriction of funeral homes to business and commercial

zones is brought out in the questionnaire. Table V indi-

cates the various zoning districts where funeral homes are

located in several Michigan communities.

TABLE V

FUNERAL HOME LOCATION BY ZONING DISTRICT

(for 69 funeral homes)

 

 

Zoning Number of Percentage of

District Funeral Homes Respondents

Commercial & Business 39 56%

Single-Family Residential 12 17%

Two-Family Residential 3 4%

Multiple-Family Residential 2 3%

Professional & Office 1 2%

Church & Multiple-Family l 2%

Residential-Commercial 3 4%

Transitional Parking 1 2%

No Zoning Ordinance 7 10%

 

The foregoing table shows over one-half of the

funeral homes in the study sample are located in business
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or commercial zones. It is somewhat unusual that 17 per

cent of the funeral homes are located in single-family

residential zones. The remainder are spread evenly in

other zones, with 10 per cent of the respondents located

in an area where no zoning ordinance is in effect.

Of the 69 funeral homes responding to the zoning

question, 51 or 74 per cent are permitted uses in their

respective zoning districts. Table VI indicates which

aones allow funeral homes as permitted uses and those

which allow them by some other means.

TABLE VI

CONDITIONS FOR FUNERAL HOME LOCATION

 

 

Zoning Per Special Non- Total No.

District mitted Permit Con— of Funer—

Use forming a1 Homes

Commercial & Business 37 - 2 39

Single-Family Residential 4 5 3 12

Two-Family Residential 3 - - 3

Multiple-Family Residential 2 - — 2

Professional and Office 1 - - 1

Church & Multiple-Family l - - l

Residential-Commercial 3 — - 3

Transitional Parking - — l 1

No Zoning Ordinance - — — 7

 

Of the funeral homes located in the business and

commercial zones, 94 per cent are permitted uses. This is
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Jiiot true with the single-family residential zone. Of the

:ifuneral homes in this zone, 33 per cent are permitted uses,

‘4L2 per cent are allowed by Special permit, and 25 per cent

asire non-conforming. In the two-family and multiple-family

Jresidential zones funeral homes are permitted uses as they

Eire in the other zones given on the questionnaires. The

eaxception is the transitional parking zone where this fun-

eeral home is considered a non-conforming use.

The replies to the question on zoning districts

.indicate the majority of zoning ordinances in the sample

<:ommunities permit funeral homes primarily in business and

<:ommercial zones while prohibiting them in others. Where

residential or residential-commercial zones are indicated,

the funeral homes are allowed almost exclusively as per-

mitted uses except in the Single-family residential zones.

This indicates that higher density residential zones and

mixed residential-commercial zones are such as to not be

adversely affected by the location of a funeral home,

whereas, the single-family areas are a type of zone which,

in most cases, would be develOped exclusively for residen-

tial use. This may be generally true, but one funeral

home located adjacent to multiple-family apartments used

by college students has experienced many problems such as
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noise, debris, and other disruptive effects from these

apartment dwellers.6

Spatial Distribution

Funeral homes are usually found in most sectors of

a metrOpolitan area. This is generally true with the Lans-

ing area, except there are an unusually low number of them.

They are generally scattered throughout the area, although

there is a concentration of four funeral homes in or near

the central portion of the city. The other four are located

in or near the residential communities surrounding the cen-

tral city. The funeral homes located near the central area

are the older ones while those in the outlying areas are

newer and have been established in these locations more re-

cently. For the most part these newly established funeral

homes are located to serve an expanding population and are

located a great distance from other funeral homes.

The Detroit study area provides a much better dis-

tribution pattern for analysis purposes. There are 211

funeral homes in this area; they are scattered throughout;

and some communities do not have a funeral home within

their boundaries. There are concentrations of funeral

 

6Interview with Dorwin Hoffmeyer of the Gorsline-

Runciman Funeral Home, Lansing, Mich., April 18, 1966.
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homes in some of the older sections of the study area.

These sections have definite, individual, distinguish-

ing characteristics. For example, in the city of Ham-

tramck there is a concentration of funeral homes. This

could be attributed to the characteristics of the people

of the community which are primarily of Polish-Catholic

background and origin. There are other areas which show

a concentration. For the most part these areas contain

Parochial High Schools indicating a population of similar

religious background. There is also a tendency for fun-

eral homes to be concentrated along major streets. For

example, there are nine funeral homes on East Grand Boule-

vard between Jefferson and Mt. Elliott which is a distance

of approximately 2.8 miles.

Characteristics of the pOpulation probably have

the greatest causal effect on the concentration of funeral

homes in certain areas. These areas where funeral homes

are concentrated are the older developed ones which con-

tained or still contain a population with similar relig-

ious and ethnic backgrounds.

Zoning may also be a determining factor in funeral

home concentration. In communities which only permit them

in one type of zoning district, the funeral director may
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have very few sites available and will locate in proximity

of other funeral homes.

Funeral homes become more dispersed as the distance

from the central area increases. These funeral homes in

outlying areas are more recently established, have followed

the expanding population, usually are of a more contempor-

ary architectural style and are located on larger sites.

Based on the results of the funeral home question-

naire, it is evident that service area may have a relation-

ship to funeral home location and distribution. In answer

to the question as to whether they had a definable service

area, out of 68 respondents, 46 per cent gave an affirma-

tive answer. There were various ranges of service area

given, but many described it in radii ranging from 1 to

10 miles. Of those defining the service area in this

manner, 3 to 6 miles was most frequently mentioned. In

communities which have a large number of funeral homes

there is a tendency for each funeral home to have a de-

finable service area. These service areas are usually

defined in terms of a section of the community such as

the southeast section. In Lansing, where few funeral

homes exist, most stated they had no service area and

had clients from throughout the entire metropolitan area.
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If there are any limiting service areas in Lansing, they

are defined by racial, religious, or ethnic characteris—

tics rather than by mileage distances.

In some communities the service area is limited

by the distance of the local telephone service. Some

funeral directors indicated their funeral home service

area corresponded to the local telephone service area.

In other cases, the service areas were limited by physi-

cal features such as a river or natural boundary. Others

stated that service areas were defined by city, township,

or county boundaries.

Locations Related to Surrounding Land Uses

There are several factors which determine the lo-

cation of a funeral home. Many choices usually influence

the actual selection of a site such as pOpulation charac-

teristics and size, availability of vacant land, zoning,

price of real estate, presence of incompatible land uses

and other funeral homes in an area. The great number of

variants make it difficult to characterize specific land

use patterns around all funeral homes.

The Lansing area is used as an example for Showing

locations related to other land uses. In Lansing, 75 per

cent of the funeral homes are located in areas which can
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‘be generally classified as residential according to the

1960 Lansing Master Plan. None of the funeral homes are

located on the interior of residential neighborhoods, but

are on major streets at the periphery of one or several

residential areas. Most of the funeral sites are in

buffer areas between residential land and offices, shOp—

ping centers, schools, churches, and strip commercial de-

velopment.

Funeral homes are related to churches from an

Operational standpoint. Most funeral services are either

held at the funeral home or the church. Those services

held at the church require tranSporting of the body from

the funeral home to the church.

Funeral homes also have a relationship to churches

from a locational standpoint. This is not universally

true, but the questionnaire points out that 11 or 17 per

cent of the respondents indicated a meaningful relation-

ship between their funeral home and one or more churches.

The relationships most often given were close proximity

to a church, central location among several churches, and

religious preference of clients. In many cases the people

who attend churches in an area will also call upon the fun-

eral home in that area When a death occurs.
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The significance of major street location is shown

on Plates 3 and 4. Major streets include those which

carry around or more than 5,000 vehicles per day, plus

state trunklines, regardless of their traffic volumes.

The importance of major streets as desired locations is

evident by the fact that all of the Lansing area funeral

homes are located directly on a major street. One fun-

eral firm presently considering a location for a branch

funeral home, considers the street pattern and the pres-

ence of major streets as one of the most important fac-

tors in Site location.8

In the Detroit study area 150 or 71 percent of

the funeral homes are located directly on major streets.

Many others are located within one block or a few blocks

of major streets.

A great factor of major street location is that

of visibility from the street. Most funeral directors

desire locations on the more frequently traveled streets

as an "advertising feature." Not only will this increase

 

7Transportation——An Inventory--January 1962, A

Report prepared by the Tri-County Regional Planning Com-

mission (Lansing: 1962), p. 11.

8Interview with Floyd Estes, Estes—Leadley Fun-

eral Home, Lansing, Michigan, June 17, 1966.
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the chances for more persons becoming familiar with their

location, but in cases when persons are not familiar with

the exact location, a site on a well known major street

provides a method for giving easy-to-follow directions

for finding the funeral home. Major streets also provide

better and more direct access to churches and cemetaries

for the funeral procession and mourners. This is an im—

portant consideration where a large number of funerals

are conducted in churches.

A location which is easily accessible is also im-

portant for delivery of flowers and caskets. These deliv-

eries are usually made in vehicles of various sizes. The

larger trucks require adequate area to turn and maneuver

from the street to the funeral home as well as on the fun-

eral home Site. Major streets offer good access routes

for the delivery vehicles and do not create problems which

might be found on strictly neighborhood, residential streets.

If a funeral home provides an ambulance service,

they will want to be located on a street or streets which

allow them to safely and quickly answer emergency calls.

Also, this activity could be disturbing if extensive travel

was done over minor residential streets.
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The information on funeral home location related

to major streets indicates most funeral homes are located

on these streets and not in the interior of residential

neighborhoods. Major streets are a technique used in

planning for the separation of residential neighborhoods

and different land uses. This follows that most of the

funeral homes in the study areas are located adjacent to

one or several residential neighborhoods in mixed land

use areas. These funeral homes act as buffers between

different land uses.

Length of Time at One Location
 

An important consideration in planning for funeral

homes is the length of time they remain on one site. As

brought out earlier, most funeral firms remain in their

respective communities for many years and many are Oper-

ated by the same family for several generations. Of im-

portance to this study, is the length of time a funeral

home remains at one site. The range for the respondents

to this question was 1 to 99 years. Table VII indicates

the length of time related to funeral home location.

This table shows that only 4 per cent of the fun-

eral homes in this sample were located on the same site
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for more than 50 years. There were 26 per cent who have

been at their present site for 15 years or less. A greater

number or 46 per cent have been at the same location from

16 to 30 years, and the remaining 28 per cent have been on

the same site for 31 years or more.

TABLE VII

LENGTH OF TIME AT ONE SITE

 

 

Number of Years Number of Percentage of

at Present Site Funeral Homes Respondents

l to 5 years 7 10%

6 to 10 years 8 12%

11 to 15 years 3 4%

16 to 20 years 14 21%

21 to 25 years 4 6%

26 to 30 years 13 19%

31 to 35 years 5 7%

36 to 40 years 6 9%

41 to 45 years 1 2%

46 to 50 years 4 6%

51 to 99 years 3 4%

 

The funeral directors were also asked if they liked

their present locations and 66 or 94 per cent indicated

they were satisfied. Four funeral directors or 6 per cent

indicated they were not satisfied with their present loca-

tion. Of those not liking their present location, 3 are

in commercial zones and 1 is in a transitional parking
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zone. All 4 of these funeral homes have been at their

present locations for 16 years or more. All of them in-

dicated they conduct at least 80 funerals per year with

one conducting over 250 annually. This probably indicates

they are dissatisfied with their locations for reasons

other than a lack of adequate business. The major reason

could be the lack of adequate space. Three have sites of

less than 20,000 square feet with the fourth not providing

the site size.

A vast majority of the respondents stated they

liked their present locations indicating they probably

will continue to remain there for many years unless some-

thing unforseen occurs. In some cases other funeral homes

not in the study sample are required to seek a new site

because the area where they are located is scheduled for

urban renewal. In these situations the funeral directors

are given the prerogative of relocating in the renewed

areas, but not on the same sites.

Building and Site Considerations

As noted earlier, funeral homes require large par-

cels of land. Those with inadequate building space, small

front, side, and rear yards, lack of adequate off-street
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parking and landscaping create problems. These items are

very important when making planning and zoning decisions.

Many of these decisions are based on considerations of

building and Site arrangement and size. Therefore, in

determining the prOper location for a funeral home it is

important to have indications as to the buildings and sites

which presently exist.

Building Arrangements and Sizes

Respondents to the funeral home questionnaires all

indicated they provide chapels, reposing rooms, preparation

rooms, lounges, rest rooms, storage areas, and office space

in their funeral homes. A total of 70 respondents answered

this question and 90 per cent indicated they provide a cas—

ket selection room. The funeral directors who do not pro-

vide casket selection rooms accompany their clients to the

factories where selections are made from the factory display

area. Some of the other interior areas which most funeral

directors provide are the family room and a room for use

by the clergy. The provision of reposing rooms and chapels

is not universal throughout the country. There are some

funeral homes which do not contain either a chapel or
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reposing rooms.9 Another important consideration is space

for the storage of funeral home vehicles. These areas are

provided by almost all funeral homes, will either be at-

tached directly to the main building or detached and lo-

cated near the main building.

A characteristic of a funeral service practice is

the unpredictability of when people will need the services

of a funeral director and how many deceased persons will

be at the funeral home at one time. Because of this, most

funeral homes have several rooms which can be reduced in

size or enlarged to meet particular circumstances. This

is sometimes done by use of expanding or sliding sound

proof room dividers which enable the funeral director to

obtain optimum flexibility in interior functional areas.

One important aspect of funeral homes related to

zoning is that of living quarters. These quarters may be

provided for the owner, employees, or both. The question—

naire indicates that a great majority of funeral homes do

contain living quarters. Of 70 respondents, 63 or 90 per

cent indicated that someone resides in their funeral homes

 

9CorreSpondence from Howard C. Raether, Executive

Secretary, National Funeral Directors Association, July 12,

1966.
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at all times. Most state that “the need to have someone

available on a 24 hour per day basis" is the reason for

providing the living quarters. Furthermore, fire insur-

ance rates are considerably lower when the funeral home

is "lived in.”10

Building sizes are important in determining the

interior arrangements of funeral homes, as well as the

total site arrangements. Calculations made from the fun-

eral home questionnaire provide the following building

dimensions.

TABLE VIII

BUILDING DIMENSIONS

(for 56 funeral homes)

.—

—-

Building Ground Range----l,940 to 26,000 sq. ft.

Dimensions: Average--5,983 square feet

Building Floor Range----l,000 to 26,000 sq. ft.

Area: Average--7,801 square feet

 

This information indicates that several funeral

homes in the study sample are buildings greater than one

story in height. It also points out that most funeral

homes are buildings of large size. For examples of typi-

cal funeral homes see Plate 5.

 

lOIbid.



 

 

 

 

PLATE 5

TYPICAL URBAN FUNERAL HOMES 
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Site Arrangements

The importance of adequate funeral home sites has

been pointed out many times. Site size and shape have an

important bearing on the arrangement of the building to

parking area and open Space. Therefore, as with most land

uses, there are a variety of site plans and arrangements

existing for funeral homes. Plate 6 indicates some of

these typical funeral home site arrangements.

Although varying Site arrangements exist, there

are certain considerations which most funeral directors

make in determining on-site relationships. They are con-

cerned with the proximity of parking to the funeral home.

Most prefer parking as close as practicable so as to keep

the walk from the parking area to the funeral home as short

as possible.

Because there have been many complaints about the

reminder of death, most funeral directors attempt to con-

ceal the area where bodies are unloaded when brought to

the funeral home. The questionnaire indicates that 52 or

75 per cent of the respondents have facilities inside the

funeral home for unloading the deceased from the ambulance.

The 18 to 25 per cent who indicated the deceased are un—

loaded outside, also stated this is usually done at the
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rear of the building out of view of the public or residents

in the surrounding area.

One of the essential features of funeral home oper-

ation is providing a direct and convenient access to the

funeral cars when removing the body and casket for the

journey to the church or cemetary. This is usually done

without carrying the casket up or down stairs and without

a great deal of lifting on the part of the casket bearers.

Therefore, many funeral homes will provide an attached

covered area, at the edge of the parking lot or driveway,

where the hearse can be parked for loading of the casket.

This also offers a convenient method for organizing and

lining up the funeral procession behind the hearse, the

clergyman and immediate family.

Funeral homes receive a number of other deliveries

in addition to bodies of the deceased. Custom provides

for sending of flowers by relatives, friends, and acquain-

tances as an expression of sympathy for a loss through

death. This means that various florists will make trips

to the funeral home to deliver flowers. These trips will

vary with the number of services at a funeral home and

the number of flowers for each funeral service.
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Because most funeral homes have a casket selection

room there will be periodic deliveries of caskets to the

funeral home. If they do not have a casket selection room

the caskets will be delivered at the time of death. Both

the flower and casket deliveries require facilities for

receiving these items. Therefore, the funeral director

«
1
!
.

is concerned with a site arrangement which will allow for

convenient and easy access for these deliveries. 1

Site Sizes
 

A common characteristic of zoning regulations is

the establishment of site or lot sizes for various zoning

districts. Certain ordinances specifically establish min-

imum lot sizes for funeral homes as well as other individ-

ual land uses, while others establish uniform minimum lot

sizes for all uses in a zoning district. Regardless of

the Specific method employed it is very useful to have an

indication of existing lot sizes for use in determining

future requirements. The funeral home questionnaire pro-

vides a wide range of site sizes as indicated in Table IX.

These figures are much greater than those found in the

study mentioned in Chapter III where the average site area

was 24,755 square feet and the average frontage was 129.97

feet.
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TABLE IX

FUNERAL HOME SITE SIZES

(for 68 funeral homes)

 

 

Ground Area: Range-----5,000 to 435,600 square feet

Average-—56,230 square feet

Frontage: Range-------500 to 660 feet

Average-----138 feet

 

A more objective analysis of these sites is a com-

parison which groups them according to size and gives an

indication of their relationship to the average. The re-

sults of this breakdown are indicated in Table X.

TABLE X

COMPARISON OF FUNERAL HOME SITES

 

 

Square Approximate No. of Per-

Feet Equivalent Funeral cent-

in Acres Homes age

5,000 to 11,000 .11 to .25 6 9%

11,001 to 22,000 .26 to .50 16 23%

22,001 to 33,000 .51 to .75 17 25%

33,001 to 44,000 .76 to 1.00 7 10%

44,001 to 97,000 1.01 to 2.00 11 16%

97,001 to 132,000 2.01 to 3.00 4 6%

132,001 to 261,000 3.01 to 6.00 6 9%

261,001 and above 6.01 & above 1 2%

 

These figures Show that 32 per cent of the funeral

homes are on sites of one half acre or less; that 67 per
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cent are on sites of 1 acre or less; and that 83 per cent

are on sites of 2 acres or less. The average funeral home

site is 56,230 square feet or 1.29 acres. This may be mis-

leading because 67 per cent of the sites are smaller than

the average. Table X points out that 48 per cent of the

sites are between one quarter to three quarters acre in

size. This may be more indicative of existing sites than

the average.

Yard Requirements
 

Relationships of the building or buildings and

parking areas to lot lines is another important consid-

eration. Certain factors Should be recognized in deter-

mining the various yard requirements for funeral homes.

Usually the funeral director will locate his funeral home

near the front of the lot to take advantage of the view

from the street. Parking will be located in the side or

rear yards or both. In some cases parking has been pro-

vided in front yards, but most zoning provisions usually

discourage this practice. Funeral homes may have more

than one driveway providing access to the Site. Many of

these driveways will be located on both sides of the fun-

eral home with one or both used for parking of the funeral

cars for the funeral procession.
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The location of a garage for storage of funeral

home vehicles is another important consideration in deal-

ing with yard requirements. Based on a limited survey

these garages will range from 1 to 12 stalls depending on

the needs of a particular funeral home and are usually lo-

cated in the rear yard.

Rear yards usually contain parking which is pro-

vided to the lot line. Side yards may also contain park-

ing in many cases and this parking is usually provided to

the lot line. Most funeral homes provide either a planting

of trees, shrubs, or bushes or some type of fence or wall

in the rear and side yards between adjoining properties

and the funeral home prOperty. This offers protection

for both the funeral home and adjoining property owners.

Front yards are one of the more important consid—

erations to a funeral home. Because most funeral homes

are located on major streets they want a front yard which

will be sufficient to offer a buffer from the street and

traffic noise and yet offer a good view from the street.

Again, based on a limited survey, front yards for funeral

homes range from 5 to 100 feet.

In order to gain additional insight into funeral

home Sites and their adequacy funeral directors were asked
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to indicate whether they considered their present site to

be adequate. Of 70 respondents to this question 58 or 83

per cent indicated their present sites were adequate. The

other 12 funeral directors or 17 per cent who indicated

their present Sites were inadequate had sites of varied

sizes. One site was less than 10,000 square feet, 6 ranged

from one quarter to one half acre, and 5 were more than one

half acre in size. Of these 12 funeral homes, 3 conduct

over 250 funerals per year and the others conduct 100 or

less. This indicates that something other than lack of

adequate space for accomodating visitors and persons at-

tending funeral services is the reason for inadequacy.

Only 2 respondents indicated the average attendance at

funeral services is high and this probably would be the

reason for dissatisfaction with their sites.

Adequacy or inadequacy of a site in the Opinion

of funeral directors varies a great deal. Apparently all

funeral directors do not base this evaluation on the same

criteria. This indicates that the probable reasons for

inadequacy in this study are not as significant in determ—

ining the ideal site Size as the fact that 83 per cent of

the reSpondents to the funeral home questionnaire considered

their sites adequate for their funeral home.
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A controversial part of funeral home Operations

is that of off-street parking. There are varied opinions

on how much parking is needed and how to determine this

need. The funeral home questionnaire indicates a range

from 0 to 400 off-street parking spaces for employees and

clients. The average number of off—street spaces was 56.

Table XI indicates the relationship between funeral homes

and the number of off-street parking Spaces they provide.

TABLE XI

OFF-STREET PARKING SPACES

 

 

Number of Parking Number of Percentage of

Spaces Funeral Homes Total Respondents

O 6 9%

l to 30 24 37%

31 to 60 17 26%

61 to 100 13 20%

101 to 200 3 5%

201 to 400 2 3%

 

These figures point out that 9 per cent of the fun-

eral directors do not provide off-street parking. These

funeral homes are located in small communities where park-

ing is provided on the street. The inclusion of one funeral

home which provides 400 parking spaces raises the average

higher than actually would be a more representative number.
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Therefore, the percentages in Table XI are more indicative

of current off-street parking facilities than the average.

Thirty-seven per cent provide between 1 and 30 off-street

Spaces and 73 per cent provide between 1 and 100 spaces,

indicating a clear majority of parking facilities in this

range.

There are certain other charactheristics of funeral

home parking which are important to zoning and planning.

These include shared parking, time of day or night used,

the funeral procession, and the type of parking lots pro-

vided. The funeral home questionnaire indicates that 15

or 23 per cent of the 64 respondents who provide parking

also have an arrangement for sharing the parking facili-

ties of someone located near the funeral home. The most

frequently named owners of this Shared parking were churches,

offices or commercial uses. In some cases the funeral di-

rector will own parking adjacent to or across the street

from the funeral home. He may rent this parking to various

offices or businesses during the day and provides the park-

ing for his clients at night. Of those having a shared

parking arrangement, 53 per cent use this parking both day

and night, 40 per cent use it only at night and the remain-

ing 7 per cent use it only during the day. Those only using
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shared parking during the day have an arrangement with

Operations such as theaters, bowling alleys or some other

use which Operates primarily at night.

Funeral processions have been subjects of discus-

sion for a number of years. Of importance to public offi—

cials is the relationship of funeral processions to streets

and traffic. An important question concerning the funeral

procession is where the cars are organized and lined up

for the trip to the cemetary. The questionnaire indicates

that 48 or 69 per cent of the respondents use their parking

areas exclusively for lining up the funeral procession;

that 18 or 26 per cent use the public streets; and 3 or 5

per cent use both the parking lot and streets. This is

When funerals are held at the funeral home. When services

are held at churches, they utilize church parking facili-

ties and the public streets for organizing the funeral

procession. Some of the funeral homes which attempt to

utilize their parking lots exclusively for lining up the

funeral procession may have to use the streets for some

of the cars at very large funerals.

Another factor concerning funeral processions is

the number of cars involved. The respondents to the ques—

tionnaire indicated a range from 6 to 80 as the average
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number of cars in a funeral procession. This, when com-

puted among all respondents, gives a number of 20 cars

in the average funeral procession. Because the funeral

procession uses the public streets the method of entering

these streets and the speed of travel for the procession

are important. Most funeral directors indicated they

must have someone direct the funeral procession onto the

street from the parking lot. This involves stopping traffic

on the street until the procession is under way. The normal

speed of travel for a funeral procession ranges from 12 to

25 miles-per—hour in the city and 25 to 45 miles-per-hour

outside the city. On the funeral home questionnaire the

speed of travel most often given for in-city travel was

20 miles-per-hour.

Parking areas provided by funeral homes are almost

always paved and are usually identified by use of a Sign.

Many of these areas will be screened from view by landscap-

ing, walls, or fences. Some of the parking lots are recessed

below ground level in an effort to completely screen the

parked cars from public view. All funeral homes have even-

ing visiting hours. Because of this most of the parking

areas are lighted for the safety and convenience of visitors.

This could, in some cases, create problems of glare on
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neighboring prOperties but most funeral directors indicated

this was not a problem with their lighted parking areas.

Operational Characteristics

The location of funeral homes as well as the spe-

cific site selected by the funeral director are dependent I

on several factors other than physical size. These factors I

are important to the public official who is responsible for

determining funeral home location in urban communities.  
They include the factors of family business, branch funeral

homes, number of funerals per year, number of employees,

visiting hours, the funeral service, ambulance service,

prOperty values and the psychological effects of death.

Family Business and Branch Operations

As mentioned earlier, funeral homes are a type of

establishment which remain under the same family ownership

for several years. The funeral home questionnaire provides

some information on this characteristic. Of 59 respondents,

37 or 63 per cent indicated their funeral home is a family

business. This further enforces the fact that many funeral

homes remain in the same family for several years and are

a stable establishment in the community. It also indicates

they will remain on one site for a long time.
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The funeral homes in this study sample are primarily

prOprietorships. Of the total respondents to this question,

38 or 61 per cent are proprietorships; 14 or 23 per cent

are partnerships; and 10 or 16 per cent are corporations.

The percentage of partnerships is exactly the same as the

national percentage, but the percentage of proprietorships

is much greater and corporations lower than the national

percentages.

A type of organizational innovation which is gain-

ing more pOpularity with funeral firms is that of branch

Operations. Many funeral firms are Opening up branches

for various reasons. There were 11 out of 70 respondents

who indicated they have a branch funeral home. This is 16

per cent of those in the study sample. The reasons given

for establishing a branch funeral home were as follows:

(1) To serve new clients in a community where no other

funeral homes exist.

(2) Clients moved to another area, the branch was es-

tablished to retain this business.

(3) Protect established business in an outlying area

where no other funeral homes exist.

(4) Other funeral homes moving into an area and the

funeral firm felt there was potential for addi-

tional funeral homes.
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The distance between main funeral homes and branches

varied a great deal. The range was from l-1/2 to 17 miles.

There were 5 who had a distance from l-l/2 to 7 miles, 3

were 9 to 11 miles, and 3 were separated by 14 to 17 miles.

This indicates that a funeral firm, when establishing a

branch, will locate far enough away so as not to have more

than one funeral home in the same community area.

Number of Funeral Services

In the funeral profession, the size of a funeral

home is measured by the number of funeral services con-

ducted per year. This measurement indicates the amount

of business a funeral home has and is an indirect indica-

tion of the size of buildings and sites. Although there

is not a direct relationship shown in the funeral home

questionnaire, the funeral homes which indicated a greater

number of services per year also had larger buildings and

sites. A comparison between the number of services and the

size of funeral homes and sites indicates that all funeral

homes which conduct from 80 to 150 services per year have

similar site and building requirements; those who conduct

from 300 to 500 have similar requirements; and those who

conduct more than 500 services per year require similar
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building and site facilities. This is a general comparison

and observation and is not a definite ratio comparison to

be relied on in determining funeral home site requirements.

Nevertheless, it is true as the number of funeral services

per year increases the demand for larger buildings, more

parking, and larger sites increases.

Funeral Home Employees
 

Another possible indication of funeral home size

is the number of persons employed. Although this may not

relate directly to zoning and planning, it does have an

effect on the amount of space required for employee park-

ing. The questionnaire points out a range of 0 to 25 full

time employees and 0 to 6 part time employees for the fun-

eral homes in the study sample. The average number of em-

ployees was 4.6 full time and 2 part time. The majority

of respondents employed from 1 to 3 full time and l to 3

part time persons.

Funeral Home Visiting Hours

An important consideration in funeral home Opera-

tions is providing facilities for the family and friends

who visit the deceased. In order to better understand the

effect of visitors on funeral home Operations several items
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were included on the questionnaire.

Most funeral homes in the sample have established

visiting hours. These hours range from 8:00 A.M. to 11:00

P.M., but the more common visiting hours range from 10:00

A.M. to 10:00 P.M. Some funeral homes do not have estab-

lished visiting hours and most of these are located in

small communities.

Of greater importance than the range of visiting

hours, are the peak times when visitors are at the funeral

homes. The most common peak iS from 7:00 to 9:00 P.M.,

although some respondents also indicated a peak from 4:00

to 5:00 P.M. These afternoon hours may interfere with peak

traffic flows of workers going home from work, but the even-

ing hours are after this peak and would not be in conflict

with the rush hour traffic. The main concern with these

peaks would be the ability to accomodate a large demand

for visitors' parking needs if several deceased were re-

posing in state at one time.

Another factor related to visiting the funeral home

is the number of nights the deceased repose in state prior

to the funeral service. Out of 70 respondents, 86 per cent

indicated the deceased repose in state 2 nights prior to

the funeral service on the third day. At the national
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level the trend is for one night in state.11

As mentioned earlier, there has been a trend in

the mid—western states for more persons to visit the de-

ceased at the funeral home with fewer persons in attendance

at the actual funeral service. The questionnaire attempted

to substantiate this trend and the results Show it to be

true. The question was asked separately of Catholic and

Protestant funerals. In both cases, the respondents indi—

cated a trend for an increase in attendance at Rosary ser-

vices and protestants visiting at the funeral home with a

decrease in funeral service attendance. In both cases, 75

per cent indicated this trend to be true and 25 per cent

indicated no change. If this trend continues it may even-

tually mean very few people will be attending funeral ser-

vices and many more will visit the funeral home before the

service. This may not have an effect on the total parking

requirements for a funeral home but it might affect such

factors as shared parking, shifting traffic peaks, and a

reduction in problems created by funeral processions.

The Funeral Service

The funeral service is important for several reasons.

 

llIbid.
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There are different characteristics with various funeral

homes depending on the religious and ethnic background of

their clients. Catholic funerals are held at the church

and are in the morning. Protestant funerals are held pri-

marily in the afternoon and are usually at the funeral

home. Jewish funeral services are held in either a syna-

gogue or funeral home, but never on Saturday.

The funeral home questionnaire indicates that 42

or 60 per cent of the respondents had 75 per cent or more

of their funerals at the funeral home. Those who indicated

more funerals at the church than the funeral home serve

primarily Catholic families.

In determining whether any specific days of the

week are more prevalent for funeral services the question—

naire results indicated that almost one half of the respond-

ents felt that all days, except Sunday, were about equal.

Others indicated Saturday as a day for increased funeral

services because relatives, friends, and casket bearers

do not have to work on Saturday. Monday is another day

which is busier in some areas because of very few Sunday

services. This was also given as one of the reasons for

increased Saturday services.
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Saturday services may decrease in some areas be—

cause of a developing trend for cemetaries to charge more

for Saturday services or some are closing completely for

funerals on Saturday. The extra charge must be paid by

the family and, in some areas, it is having an effect on

Saturday funerals.

In attempting to determine funeral service attend-
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ance, respondents were asked to provide an average attend-
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ance figure. The range for this average funeral was 40

to 250 with 75 appearing on 30 per cent of the question-

naires. The respondents indicated a range of 80 to 1000

persons as the maximum number who could be accomodated at

a funeral. The average maximum ranged from 200 to 450 per—

SOI'IS .

Ambulance Service

Another common complaint concerning a funeral home

is the noise created by an ambulance. This is becoming

less true in many areas because funeral homes are discon-

tinuing emergency ambulance service. In a survey conducted

by the Industrial Relations Staff Services,12 52 per cent

 

2Industrial Relations Staff Services, Personnel

Practices of Members of Michigan Funeral Directors, A study

conducted for the Michigan Funeral Directors (Detroit: In-

dustrial Relations Staff Services, April 1966).
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of 342 funeral homes questioned in Michigan do not pro-

vide ambulance service. In the funeral home questionnaire

for this study, 36 of 69 respondents or 45 per cent pro-

vide ambulance service. Of those providing ambulance

service 50 per cent indicated they plan to discontinue

it in the near future with another 8 per cent undecided.

Many of those funeral directors who indicated they plan

to continue providing ambulance service also added that

it was being done reluctantly. None of the funeral homes

in the Detroit MetrOpolitan Area provide ambulance ser-

vice. In communities throughout the country funeral

homes are discontinuing ambulance service and it is

being provided by various other private or public

groups.

PrOperty Values

As stated in Chapter II, property owners in res-

idential areas cite the depreciation of prOperty values

as a reason for objecting to funeral homes. They claim

the values of their properties will decline if a funer—

al home should locate in their area of the community.

In a study completed by Ralph Wenger and Company of
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Grand Rapids, Michigan, some interesting findings were

derived on this subject.13

Mr. Wenger is a real estate appraiser. His study

area was in Grosse Pointe, Michigan, around the Verheyden

Funeral Home. He conducted this study for use in court

because of a complaint from property owners in another

community who objected to a funeral home locating in their

area. The area in Grosse Pointe was chosen because it

offered analysis potential from the real estate market

aspect. The area surrounding the funeral home is almost

exclusively residential and offered enough homes on the

real estate market to be useful for the study.

Mr. Wenger selected homes which were either for

sale or had been recently sold. He divided them into two

categories: 1) those within view of the funeral home Which

were classified as having "near proximity" and, 2) those

away from the area or "out of view" of the funeral home.

He measured the distance to these homes from the funeral

home; obtained their market values; their selling prices;

and obtained photos and addresses of each property. These

 

13Ralph Wenger and Company, The Effect of Funeral

Home Location on Residential Propprty Values, A study con-

ducted for the Braun Funeral Home, Adrian, Michigan,(Grand

Rapids: Ralph Wenger and Company, December, 1957).
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homes were then compared with the housing market and it

was found that they were being sold at the same price as

comparable homes in areas where no funeral homes existed.

In comparing the homes within near proximity to those out

of view of the funeral home, there was no conclusive dif-

ference in their market prices or sale prices.

There were 14 homes in this analysis. Mr. Wenger

found two homes, one in near proximity and one out of view

of the funeral home, which were constructed by the same

contractor, had identical floor plans, were of the same

construction materials, and were sold within two months

of one another. The construction costs for these homes

were identical, their market values were identical, and

they sold for the same price. Because one home was located

within view and the other out of view of the funeral home

Mr. Wenger felt this was conclusive proof that the presence

of a funeral home does not cause property values to depre-

ciate.

In order to enforce the results of this study, Mr.

Wenger checked several other areas where new funeral homes

were constructed and found that proximity to these new fun-

eral homes did not cause residential property values to

depreciate. From his extensive study in Grosse Pointe and
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the analyses made in other communities, Mr. Wenger is "sat-

isfied that proximity to a funeral home has little, if any,

effect on residential property values."

This is only one study based on extensive analysis

of one community, with analyses of others, and may not hold

true in all areas. The fact that Grosse Pointe is a resi-

dential community with above average homes does help to

make the study findings more conclusive.

Psychological Effects of Death

One of the greatest problems which funeral direc-

tors and funeral homes must COpe with concerns the psycho-

logical and mental aspects of death. This has been the

major reason or basis of many court cases which ruled on

the location of funeral homes. These decisions were based

on the mental effects which funeral homes have on residents

of an area. The constant reminder of death or the presence

of death is said to have ill effects on people of the com-

munity. Many studies on the sociological and psychological

aspects of death have found that Americans are a death

denying society and this could be the basis for the number

of complaints on funeral homes.15

 

14Ibid.

15Robert Fulton and Gilbert Geis, Death and Social
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In talking with funeral directors who have had

problems securing a new location for a funeral home some

objections were those of the funeral home creating a con-

tinuous reminder of death. Many funeral directors were

able to overcome this problem by explaining the complete

operation of a funeral home and Showing the residents of

the area plans for the new funeral home.

As part of this study, limited research was con-

ducted on the aspects of living near a funeral home.16

Most of the persons interviewed had lived near the funeral

home for several years and were accustomed to the funeral

home and funerals. They were aware of the operations of

a funeral home and had no complaints about living in these

areas, except when the streets in front of their homes

were used for parking by those attending a funeral service

or visiting the funeral home. In other instances peOple

living near funeral homes would move their cars to allow

those attending a funeral to park on the street. These

cases usually involved large funerals which the residents

of the area knew would require some on—street parking.

 

Values, Part 2 of Death and Identity, ed. Robert Fulton

(New York/ London/ Sidney: John Wiley & Sons, 1965), p. 73.

16Interviews with residents of Detroit, Lansing,

Grosse Pointe WOods, and Edmore, Michigan, May 1966.
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There have been some complaints about funeral homes

locating near elementary schools. There is a funeral home

within view of an elementary school in the Lansing study

area.17 An interview with the funeral director indicated

he had not received complaints from parents of students,

neighbors, nor from the school administration or teachers

since building the funeral home. This funeral home located

on its present site in 1962 and the proximity to the school

was brought up when the location was first considered, but

there have been no complaints since the funeral home has

been constructed.

In interviewing several teachers at the school

they had no knowledge of depressing or other effects on

students attending school. The only comments heard by

teachers concerned the students seeing the ambulance leave

on emergency calls.

Because this is an isolated case it may not be in—

dicative of all instances where funeral homes are located

within view of an elementary school. It does point out a

relationship in the Lansing study area and the absence of

serious effects on children attending the school.

 

l7Windemere Park School, Waverly Schools, Lansing,

Michigan. Interviews with teachers in May 1966.
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Summary and Conclusions

This paper has examined funeral homes from the

historical perspective; in terms of Operational require-

ments; community attitudes; and through analysis of spe-

cific data on actual funeral home locations and operations.

From this total analysis two general conclusions of great

importance to urban planners, public officials, funeral

directors, and the community can be derived:

 
(1) Funeral homes can create many problems in the

urban community unless their location and devel-

opment are guided by an effective planning program

and controlled by sound and valid land use regula-

tions; and

(2) In most communities the physical planning and leg-

islation by which planning is effectuated have

heretofore failed to include and integrate fun-

eral homes into the urban develOpment pattern in

a satisfactory manner.

Many of these problems are the result of a complete

lack of understanding and knowledge on the part of public

 

18American Society of Planning Officials, "Funeral

Homes," Information Report No. 97 (Chicago: Planning Ad-

visory Service, April, 1957), pp. 21-23.
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officials, planners, and the general public. As with many

other components of a community, ignorance of operating and

management conditions create misconceptions based on im-

proper information and ideas. These situations exist be-

cause most persons fail to "get the facts" or investigate

the entire Situation. Funeral directors must accept some hp

of the criticism for their lack of initiative in actively

informing the public and others about their Operations. v-1

They are concerned with Operating their funeral home, se-

curing and serving clients, but, as with many other entre-

preneurs, may fail to properly inform the community. This

is especially true when considering a new funeral home lo—

cation. The funeral director who meets with the planners,

public Officials and community residents to provide an ex-

planation of his Operations and point out examples of his

proposed site plans and funeral home will usually obtain

much greater cooperation, understanding and acceptance of

his funeral home in the community.

Because of this lack of knowledge among planners,

public officials, and the public, this paper has attempted

to extensively include the entire range of historical and

current Operational aspects of funeral homes and funeral

directing. It is hOped that this capsule coverage will be
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both educational and useful when making future determina-

tions regarding funeral homes in a community.

Funeral homes are an essential establishment in

the urban community. They serve as the media through which

society disposes of its dead. The funeral director is the

agent who assumes the responsibility for carrying out this

task according to established and accepted procedures. In

addition the funeral director provides a social service to

the living. He deals with persons in an emotional situa-

tion and must recognize the state of the bereaved and be

prepared to assist them in many ways. In performing these

tasks the funeral director provides the funeral home for

the care of the dead, and in most instances, the place

for the funeral services.

The funeral home of today is vastly different from

those found previous to this century. The funeral home

and the funeral director have gone from a combination bus-

iness, store front Operation to a full time occupation with

facilities often resembling large residences located through-

out the urban area. The funeral director and the embalmer

are licensed and the funeral homes are inspected periodic-

ally to insure sanitary conditions and proper management.
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Funeral directing and the Operation of a funeral

home pose difficult problems to those responsible for de-

termining proper funeral home location. The nature of

funeral directing is controversial in many communities.

Characteristics of limited business, personal service,

and a profession are all included within the occupation.

This unique composition of activities within one occupa—

tion creates varied Opinions concerning an occupational

definition for funeral directing. It is becoming common

to consider the funeral director in the role of one who

provides a professional service to families in his commun-

ity. In this same context, the funeral home is considered

as the establishment where these professional services are

made available and where the necessary facilities for pro-

viding these services are located.

The clientele among funeral homes may differ in

many respects. Many funeral homes serve primarily persons

of the same race, religion, or nationality. Most funeral

homes are now serving a cross-section of persons in the

community and do not rely on one group with identical

ethnic and religious backgrounds.

The facilities provided by funeral homes are uni-

versally similar. All funeral homes usually contain the

~~-l
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same basic facilities, only the Size and locational rela-

tionships of these facilities will vary in proportion to

one another.

Based on several community experiences and a num-

ber of court decisions it is evident that most home owners

and residents do not wish to live adjacent to a funeral

home. This indicates that funeral homes are not a compat-

‘
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Tible land use in most residential areas. This incompati-

bility is not based on the residential-like appearance of

the funeral home or any possible effect on prOperty values

as much as the characteristics associated with its Opera-

tion. One of the major reasons for this is the association

of death and the dead with the presence of a funeral home.

Other reasons are the characteristics of funeral home Op-

erations which include generation of traffic, concentra-

tion of parked cars, presence of funeral home vehicles,

delivery of bodies, flowers, and caskets, and the funeral

procession. There is a very definite emotional and psycho-

logical association with the presence of funeral homes, but

their location in residential areas is similar to that of

schools, offices, churches, and other non-residential land

uses in predominantly residential areas. All of these uses

create problems of incompatibility with strictly residential
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land use patterns and development. Because of these rea-

sons most zoning ordinances have excluded funeral homes,

as a permitted use, from these areas of the community which

are primarily designed for residential purposes.

The higher density residential areas have been

available to funeral homes. Many of these locations do

not offer the quiet atmosphere required by the funeral
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home. Most of the business and commercial areas are also

available, but conditions in many of these zones are such l

as to cause traffic congestion and conflict, parking prob-

lems, overcrowding of sites, and noise which is offensive

to the bereaved and the public.

The transitional residential-commercial zones are

usually of a type which will not be adversely affected by

funeral homes. The funeral home because of its diverse

characteristics is a type of land use which can serve as

a buffer between residential and commercial areas. There

are other transitional zones which include professional

persons, offices, medical facilities, churches, and other

public and private uses, which could also accomodate fun-

eral homes. These are usually called professional, office,

and service zones.
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There are approximately 24,000 funeral homes in

the United States. This number may increase because of

the expanding population and expected increase in the num—

ber of deaths in urban communities. These increases will

result in a combination of several developments. many

existing funeral homes will assume this increase in their

present facilities. If present facilities are inadequate
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the next move would be to expand these facilities to accom-

odate the increases. If inadequacy of present sites pro-

hibit expansion, new sites will be sought and new funeral

homes will be constructed. These new funeral homes will

primarily be owned by existing firms, will locate in areas

where very few others exist; will be buildings larger than

those which now exist; and will require larger Sites.

These sites will be close to existing or expected concen-

trations of population; may be near one or several churches;

will be on major streets; and will locate away from those

activities which do not provide a quiet, reverent, and

dignified atmosphere.

There are certain trends in funeral service which

may affect future determinations on funeral homes. Ambu—

lance service, which has received some criticism, is being

excluded as part of funeral home Operations. In many
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metrOpolitan areas funeral homes have discontinued emer-

gency ambulance service and many others are planning to

do so in the near future. Without ambulance service

funeral homes create very little, if any, noise which

would be a problem to any area of the community.

The trend in increased visiting of the deceased

at the funeral home before the funeral and a decrease in

funeral attendance may mean that funeral home parking de-

mand will become more evenly Spread Over the evening hours

rather than concentrated in peaks during funeral services.

The visiting hour peaks are in the evening, but visiting

trends include two nights for each deceased at the funeral

home, whereas funeral services create peak demands in

greater concentration during the morning through mid-

afternoon. Shared parking is also an important consider-

ation and should be provided for in zoning regulations.

When considering parking requirements, both the average

parking demand and optimum parking, based on maximum fun-

eral attendance and the maximum possible number of visitors

at one time, should be acknowledged.

In the past most problems of funeral home location

have been treated as isolated issues. There are few, if

any, comprehensive criteria available for determining
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funeral home locational and site requirements. The lack

of knowledge concerning funeral home operations may be the

reason for these problems and for the lack of comprehensive

funeral home locational regulations. The data presented

in this study provides a sound basis for these regulations.

In considering this study as a foundation for model provi—

sions certain aspects should be clarified. The ratio of

funeral homes to population will vary with different com—

munities. The national and State of Michigan relationships

have been pointed out as examples of the more general ratios.

These ratios do not differentiate between urban and rural

areas. According to Mrs. Thelma Whitlock of the Michigan

State Board of Mortuary Science, the situation in the Lans—

ing study area is very unique and will be duplicated in

very few, if any, urban areas of its size. There are very

few funeral homes compared to the number of persons in

this area. In most cities over 75,000 population the ratio

of persons per funeral home will be much closer to the na-

tional average than the Lansing ratio.19 The author recom-

mends use of the ratio found in the Detroit study area as

being more representative of most large urbanized areas.

 

19Interview with Mrs. Thelma Whitlock of the Mich-

igan State Board of Mortuary Science, July 14, 1966.
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This ratio is one which can be relied on, in most cases,

for determining the future needs for funeral homes in the

urban community. This recommendation is based on commun-

ity growth trends and the economics of funeral home opera-

tions which generally require at least 80 to 100 funeral

services annually in order for the funeral home to remain

in business in most urban communities.
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It is beyond the scope of this paper to attempt to

develop and apply principles, standards, and regulations l

necessary to the solution of problems stemming from fun—

eral homes. There are additional questions, presently

unanswered, which prohibit the development of model zoning

provisions for funeral homes. Additional research and an—

alysis should be conducted which would relate the substance

of this paper to other factors such as a more thorough

knowledge of current, existing zoning provisions, possible

zoning approaches, legal decisions, existing funeral home

yard and height dimensions, accessory uses, density and

mobility of population, Operational characteristics of

funeral homes in areas other than Michigan, and any defi-

ciencies which may be found in the content of this paper.

This will then allow for the formulation of zoning

provisions based on factual evidence. Defensible minimum
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standards could be develOped which relate directly to the

public health, safety, and welfare. As part of community

land use controls, such standards can foster the prOper

placement of funeral homes within the urban environment,

so that an essential service establishment which has been

very controversial may become a more accepted component I

of the urban community.
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APPENDIX I

ZONING ORDINANCE PROVISIONS

REGARDING FUNERAL HOMES

Funeral Homes Permitted in Residential Zoning Districts

Buffalo, New York (1953) Funeral homes permitted in the

F
w
n
w
m
n
q

R—4 Apartment District and in other districts

which are less restrictive than the R—4 Apartment

District.l

Superior, Wisconsin (1953, by amendment) The zoning ord-

inance was amended to establish a funeral home as

a permitted use in the Multiple-Family Zoning Dis-

trict.2

Adrian, Michigan (1957, by amendment) The zoning ordinance

was amended by a referendum of the peOple in the

community to allow a funeral home in residential

' 3

areas as a permitted use.

 

1American Society of Planning Officials, "Funeral

Homes," Information Report NO. 97 (Chicago: Planning Advis—

ory Service, April, 1957), p. 19.

2
Ibid., p. 20.

Interview with Edward and Richard Braun, The Braun

Funeral Home, Adrian, Michigan, May 25, 1966.
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Lansing, Michigan (amended to 1966) Funeral homes are a
 

Meridian Township, Michigan (1963) Funeral homes are per-

Funeral

permitted use in the "D" Apartment District. This

is the most densely develOped apartment district

and funeral homes are permitted in every other

district which is less restrictive than the "D"

Apartment District.
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mitted in any residential district upon approval

of the planning commission with some qualifications

among which are:

None of the land or structure uses for funeral

homes or mortuary activities shall be author-

ized for construction and/or occupancy that

will occupy a parcel of land less than 40,000

square feet in area, nor for the erection and/

or occupancy of any building housing such uses

closer than 50 feet to any property or street

line, EXCEPT that all buildings and structures

shall be located in accordance with the set-

back requirements of the "Master Plan for

Streets and Highways, Meridian Charter Town-

ship, Ingham County, Michigan" for the type

of street upon which any yard abuts.

Homes Not Permitted in Neighborhood Business Districts

C—Commercial Districts but excluded from Neighbor-

hood Shopping Districts.6

 

4City of Lansing (Michigan), Zoning Ordinance (1966).

5Charter Township of Meridian (Michigan) Zoning Ord-

inance (1963).

p. 19.

6American Society of Planning Officials, op. cit.,
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Los Angeles, California (amended to 1953) Funeral homes

are not permitted in CR and C-1 Limited Business

. . 7

Districts.

Miami, Florida (amended to 1950) Funeral homes prohibited
 

in B-l Neighborhood Business District.

Raleigh, North Carolina (1954) Funeral homes specifically

prohibited from Neighborhood Shopping Districts.9

Seattle, Washington (proposed 5th draft, 1955) Funeral

homes not permitted in BN Neighborhood Shopping

Zone.

Funeral Homes Permitted in Business, Commercial, or Indus—

trial Zoning Districts

Anne Arundel County, Maryland (1954) Funeral homes were

first permitted in Neighborhood Business Districts.ll

District of Columbia (proposed, 1956) Funeral homes first

permitted in C-2 Community Business Center.

 

7Ibid.

81bid.

9Ibid., p. 20.

10Ibid.

11Ibid., p. 19.

12Ibid.
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Gainesville, Georgia (1956) Funeral home first permitted

. . . . 13

in C-B Central BuSiness District.

Muskegon, Michigan (1952) Funeral homes are permitted in

. . . . . 14

all commerCial and industrial districts.

New Orleans, Louisiana (1953) Funeral homes first per-

mitted in Heavy Commercial Districts.

Providence, Rhode Island (amended to 1953) Funeral homes

permitted in all business and industrial districts '

except local business districts.

East Lansing, Michigan (amended to 1966) A funeral home

is a permitted use in the ”B-1" Business District

' II II ' ' ' 17

but not in the B—2 BuSiness District.

Ithaca, New York (amended to 1965) Funeral homes are per-

mitted uses in the B-1 Restricted Business District

and all other business and industrial districts.18

 

l3Ibid.

l4Ibid.

lsIbid.

16Ibid., p. 20.

7City of East Lansing (Michigan), ZoningjOrdinance

amended to 1966).

18City of Ithaca (New York), Zoning Ordinance

(amended to 1965).
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Kent County, Michigan (prOposed, 1965) Funeral home is

a permitted use in the C—2 General Commercial

Zone.

Lansing Township, Michigan (proposed, 1966) Funeral homes

20
are permitted uses in the Commercial Zone.

Mason, Michigan (amended to 1965) Funeral home is a per-
 

mitted use in "G.B." General Business District.

“The primary purpose of this district is to provide

for the general Shopping and merchandising services

. . "21
for the entire community.

Funeral Home Permitted in Professional and Office Districts

Oak Ridge, Tennessee (1956) Funeral home permitted in the

. . . 22

0 Office District.

Knoxville, Tennessee (amended to 1965) A funeral home is

a permitted use in the 0-1, Office, Medical, and

. . . 2

Related SerVices Districts. 3

 

9County of Kent (Michigan), Zoning Ordinance (pro-

posed, 1965).

20Charter Township of Lansing (Michigan), Zoning

Ordinance (prOposed, 1966).

21

to 1965).

22

 

City of Mason (Michigan), Zoning Ordinance (amended

American Society of Planning Officials, Op. cit.,

p. 19.

23City of Knoxville (Tennessee), Zoning Ordinance

(amended to 1965).
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Lansing, Michigan (proposed, 1966) Funeral home is a per-

mitted use in 0-1 Office District subject to Spe-

cial conditions and the approval of the planning

commission.

Livonia, Michigan (1965) Funeral home is permitted as a

waiver use in the Professional Service Districts.25

Troyy Michigan (amended, 1965) The zoning ordinance was

amended to permit a funeral home in the 0-1 Office

Building District Zone subject to special condi-

tions.

 

24Interview with Ray Guernsey, Director of Planning,

City of Lansing, Michigan, June 7, 1966.

City of Livonia (Michigan), Zoning Ordinance

(1965).

26City of Troy (Michigan), Zoning Ordinance (1965).
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APPENDIX II

QUESTIONNAIRE

OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS

10.

11.

What is the name and address of your funeral home?

Approximately how many funeral services do you

conduct per year?

Is there a definable "service area" from which

most of your business comes?

If yes, what is it?

What are the characteristics of the families you

serve?

a. religion d. approximate income range

b. race e. level of education

c. nationality

How many persons are employed by your funeral home?

a. part time b. full time

Does your funeral home have a branch or is there

another funeral home in the city which is under

your ownership?

If yes, what are the major reasons for this branch

funeral home?

What is the distance between the main and branch

funeral home?

Do you provide an ambulance service?

If yes, what are your future plans regarding this

service?

179
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11. continued.

a. plan to continue c. other

b. plan to discontinue

 

12. When bodies are brought to the funeral home are

they unloaded outside or inside the building?

13. Is your funeral home a family business? (explain)

14. Is your funeral home? (Check one)

4a

a. prOprietorship C. corporation r

b. partnership I

B. VISITING THE DECEASED “

1. What is the average number of nights the deceased

reposes in state before the funeral service?

2. What are the normal or established visiting hours

at your funeral home?

A.M. to P.M. none

3. What are the peak visiting hours?

4. Catholic Funerals: Has there been a trend over

the past ten years for an increase in the attend-

ance at Rosary Services and a decrease in attend-

ance at the funeral service? (yes or no)

Protestant Funerals: Has there been a trend over

the past ten years for an increase in the number

of persons visiting the deceased before the day

of the funeral and a decrease in the number who

attend the funeral service? (yes or no)

C. THE FUNERAL SERVICE

1. Which days of the week are funeral services most

prevalent?

What has been the trend in Saturday funeral services?

a. increase b. decrease c. no Change
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11.

12.

SITE
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If there has been an increase, is it caused by

the extra charge being assessed by several of

the cemetaries on Saturday?

If no, what is the reason for decrease?

If there is an increase in the number of Saturday

funerals, what is the reason for this increase?

By percentage, where are funeral services held?

a. funeral home b. church

What is the average attendance at a funeral service?

What is the maximum number of peOple you can ac—

comodate in attendance at a funeral service?

What hours of the day are funeral services held?

Where does the funeral procession line up?

a. parking lot b. street

What are the usual number of cars in a funeral

procession?

What is the percentage of persons who attend the

funeral service who also go to the cemetary in

the funeral procession?

Are there any problems entering the street with

the funeral procession?

What is the normal speed of travel for the fun-

eral procession?

What is the zoning classification for the area

where your funeral home is located?

a. Is a funeral home permitted in this zone?

b. Is the funeral home located in this zone by

the request of a special use permit?
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D.2. continued

10.

11.

c. Was the parcel where the funeral home is sit-

uated rezoned to allow it to locate there?

d. Other?

Do you like your present location? (yes or no)

How long at this site?

Is there a meaningful relationship between the

location of your funeral home and any of the

Churches in your City?

If yes, what is this relationship?

What are the approximate dimensions or the area

of the site on which the funeral home is located?

Is the site Size adequate or inadequate?

How many off—street parking spaces are provided

for visitors and employees on the property?

Do you have a joint arrangement to Share parking

with another person or business?

If yes, with whom?

What time of day or night is this parking used

by the funeral home?

E. BUILDINGS

1. On which floor(s) are the following located in

your funeral home?

a. Chapel f. preparation room

b. reposing rooms g. office

c. casket display h. lounge

d. storage i. living quarters

e. number of caskets

displayed
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E. continued.

2. If you have living quarters in your funeral home,

who lives there? -

3. What are the approximate ground dimensions of

the funeral home?

4. What is the approximate total number of square

feet of floor area within the funeral home?
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